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ABSTRACT
The field of quantum computation and communication has prospered over the
last few decades because of multiple advances in our understanding of trapping and
controlling physical quantum systems like neutral atoms, superconducting qubits,
trapped ions, quantum dots etc. using light. A lot of research has gone into develop-
ment of techniques which facilitate trapping and manipulation of ensembles of neutral
atoms by studying how the atomic properties of the system respond to properties of
light used to control them. In this dissertation we shall explore some applications
of light-matter interactions in ensembles of lambda three level neutral atoms for the
purpose of entanglement generation and distribution.
The first part of this dissertation focuses on the study of a protocol that can
be used to generate multi-particle entangled quantum states called the Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states in an ensemble of N neutral atoms. Schemes for creation
of N particle entangled Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states are important for
understanding multi-particle non-classical correlations. A theoretical protocol for
creation of a multi-particle GHZ state implemented on a target ensemble of N, three-
level Rydberg atoms and a single Rydberg atom as a control using Stimulated Raman
Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP) is presented. We work in the Rydberg blockade regime
for the ensemble atoms induced due to excitation of the control atom to a high lying
Rydberg level. It is shown that using STIRAP, atoms from one ground state of the
ensemble can be adiabatically transferred with high fidelity to the other multi-particle
ground state, depending on the state of the control atom. Measurement of the control
atom in a specific basis after this conditional transfer facilitates one-step creation of
xiii
a N particle GHZ state. A thorough analysis of adiabatic conditions associated with
STIRAP for this scheme and the influence of radiative decay from the excited Rydberg
levels is presented. The most important and novel feature of this scheme is that it
is immune to the decay rate of the excited level in ensemble atoms and provides a
robust way of creating GHZ states.
In the second part of this dissertation, we study atomic ensemble based quan-
tum interfaces used in quantum repeater protocols for entanglement distribution.
Quantum interfaces provide a platform where in the flying photonic qubits used for
information and entanglement transfer can interact with a physical system which
stores, processes and releases this information back as photons. The Duan-Lukin-
Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ) quantum repeater protocol, which was proposed to realize long
distance quantum communication, requires usage of quantum memories or quantum
interfaces. Atomic ensembles interacting with optical beams based on off-resonant
Raman scattering serve as convenient on-demand quantum memories. Here a com-
plete, free space, three-dimensional theory of the associated read and write process for
this quantum memory is worked out with the aim of understanding intrinsic retrieval
efficiency. We develop a formalism to calculate the transverse mode structure for the
signal and the idler photons and use the formalism to study the intrinsic retrieval
efficiency under various configurations. The effects of atomic density fluctuations and
atomic motion are incorporated by numerically simulating this system for a range
of realistic experimental parameters. Results describe the variation in the intrinsic
retrieval efficiency as a function of the memory storage time for skewed beam config-
uration at a finite temperature, which provides valuable information for optimization
of the retrieval efficiency in experiments.
xiv
CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
“The changing of Bodies into Light, and Light into Bodies, is very conformable
to the Course of Nature, which seems delighted with Transmutations. ”
-Sir Isaac Newton
Opticks, 2nd edition (1718), Book 3, Query 30, 349.
What we see and what we don’t, is a matter of how light interacts with matter.
Whether it’s the light being emitted from the sun, or that which bounces off the sur-
face of water or even that which is absorbed by the rods in the retina (quantum or not
[1]) are all instances of light interacting with matter. Quantum mechanical theories
have succeeded immensely in describing the structure of matter [2–5]. The natural
question then arises, whether light can also be described quantum mechanically and
when is it that such a description is necessary? The field of quantum optics with
it’s rich history provides answers to these questions with the perspective of how light
interacts with matter.
Towards the end of the 19th century - beginning of 20th, new understanding regard-
ing the nature of radiation started unfolding when Max Planck modelled the black
body radiations using discrete quanta of light [6] soon to be followed by Einstein’s
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description of the photo-electric effect [7]. What started out as spectroscopic studies
of atomic level structure [5, 8] paved way for lasers [9–11], complex descriptions of
non-classical states of light on interaction with matter [12–14], trapping and cooling
matter to study exotic phenomena like BECs [15–17] and Rydberg molecules [18]. In
the past few decades, with the amalgamation of the two fields of quantum optics and
computer science, a lot of path breaking research and innovation in the field of quan-
tum information has been achieved. The understanding that quantum entanglement
can be looked upon as a resource has led to development of many quantum com-
munication protocols like quantum teleportation [19–21] and quantum cryptography
[22, 23] to name a few. The fact that we now have functional quantum computers
based on varied platforms ranging from atomic scale systems like ions and neutral
atoms to macroscopic systems with superconducting qubits has been made possible
due to theoretical and experimental progress in the understanding of light-matter
interactions.
In this dissertation we are going to explore two different phenomenon that arise
due to light-matter interactions in atomic ensembles using tools from quantum op-
tics. We will study a protocol to generate highly entangled quantum states called
the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states using atomic ensembles in the first
half. Then, using similar atomic ensembles but a different flavour of light-matter
interactions, we will study the efficiency of atomic interfaces used for quantum com-
munication protocols. Before we start delving into the details of these two systems,
let us review the concepts that will be relevant for the forthcoming discussions.
1.2 Background
In this section, we will briefly discuss the Hamiltonians used for treating light-
matter interactions using an example of a two-level atom. We will then focus on
the differences between systems with multiple atoms in ensembles interacting with
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light as opposed to single atom systems followed by a short discussion on quantum
communication and quantum networks.
1.2.1 Light-matter interactions
Let us start by describing the method that is used in this dissertation to model
light-matter interactions in quantum atomic systems. There are two major ap-
proaches that are used to describe matter interacting with light, the semi-classical
approach and the quantum optics approach. In the semi-classical approach, matter
is modelled quantum mechanically and light is described classically, whereas in the
quantum approach both light and matter are described quantum mechanically. The
choice of using one method or the other depends on the phenomenon that one wishes
to describe. A general rule of thumb is to use a quantized description of electric field
when the average number of photons in the system under consideration is of the order
or less compared to the number of atoms in the system [24]. Let us first look at the
Hamiltonian that describes light-matter interactions semi-classically followed by the
quantum optical treatment.
Consider a mono-chromatic classical electric field given in Eq. (1.2) with frequency
ω, wave-vector k and unit polarization vector ε at a point r. Such a mono-chromatic
field is typically used to describe electric field generated from lasers which are generally
used for manipulating atoms.
E(r, t) = E0ε cos(ωt− k · r) (1.1)
=
E0ε
2
(e−i(ωt−k·r) + ei(ωt−k·r)) (1.2)
≡ E+(r, t) + E−(r, t) (1.3)
For the kind of interactions that we will be interested in, the wavelength of the light
used is much longer than the size of atom, which means that the electric field is
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constant over the extent of the atom and it is given by the value of the field evaluated
at the nucleus of the atom. This is called the dipole approximation or the long-
wavelength approximation [25]. Consider a two-level atom with a ground state level
|g〉 and an exited level |e〉 stationary at position r. Here we are approximating an
atom that has an infinite set of bound levels by two levels under the assumption that
the light interacting with this atom does not excite any other atomic levels. Let the
energy of the state |g〉 be given by Eg and that of the excited state be Ee. We can
set the ground state energy to be 0 so that the energy of the excited state on the
relative scale is now given by E = ~ω0 = Ee − Eg. The Hamiltonian for this system,
H, is the sum of the Hamiltonian for free atom, HA, and the atom-field interaction
Hamiltonian in the dipole approximation, HAF .
Hˆ = HˆA + HˆAF (1.4)
HˆA = ~ω0|e〉〈e| (1.5)
HˆAF = −µˆ · E(r, t) (1.6)
In the above Eq. (1.6), µˆ = −erˆe is the dipole moment of the atom with rˆe being the
position operator of the electron in the atom relative to the nucleus and e = 1.6∗10−19
C is the electron charge. Since the atomic operator rˆe has an odd parity and the atom
has an inversion symmetry, the diagonal elements corresponding to the dipole moment
operator vanish [24, 25]. Thus, we can expand the dipole moment operator as in Eq.
(1.7):
µˆ = 〈g|µˆ|e〉|g〉〈e|+ 〈e|µˆ|g〉|e〉〈g| (1.7)
≡ µˆ+ + µˆ− (1.8)
The component of the dipole moment operator |g〉〈e| ∝ e−iω0t since the expectation
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value of |g〉〈e| for any state under free atom Hamiltonian evolution goes as e−iω0t.
Thus, µˆ± ∝ e∓iω0t. On expanding the interaction part of the Hamiltonian using Eqs.
(1.3),(1.6) and (1.8) we get:
HˆAF = −(µˆ+ + µˆ−) · (E+(r, t) + E−(r, t)) (1.9)
The terms in Eq. (1.9), µˆ± · E±(r, t) ∝ e∓i(ω0+ω)t and the other two terms go as,
µˆ± · E∓(r, t) ∝ e∓i(ω0−ω)t. Let us define the detuning as δ = ω0 − ω. Assuming
that ω0 + ω  |δ| we keep only the terms with slow dynamics corresponding to
the frequency δ. The terms oscillating with the frequency |ω0 + ω| will be averaged
over and washed out on the time scales of δ−1. This is called the Rotating Wave
Approximation (RWA) [5, 24, 25]. Let us also define:
Ω0 =
〈g|µˆ · ε|e〉E0
~
(1.10)
as the Rabi frequency of the light-matter interaction. Rabi frequency is a measure
of how strongly given light and matter interact with each other. We can now rewrite
the full Hamiltonian of the system as:
Hˆ = ~ω0|e〉〈e|+ ~
[Ω0
2
e−iδt|g〉〈e|+ Ω
∗
0
2
eiδt|e〉〈g|] (1.11)
Eq. (1.11) is a thoroughly studied form of the Hamiltonian for light-matter interac-
tions that gives rise to many phenomena like Rabi flopping, Ramsey Fringes, Spin
echoes, Mollow Triplet spectrum to name a few [5, 24–26]. Modifications to this
Hamiltonian can be introduced by adding more atomic levels as well as electric fields
with more than one frequency components. Let us now extend this analysis to the
case when electric field is treated quantum mechanically.
Quantization of electromagnetic fields is useful for studying phenomena involving
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only a few photons like spontaneous emissions, fields in a cavity etc. We shall not
elaborate on the methods used for quantization of electric fields here, more informa-
tion on that can be found in [27, 28]. The general way of quantization is to assign
annihilation and creation operators to classical spatial field modes associated with a
set of given boundary conditions.
Consider a cubic volume V of free space with the dimension of each side given by
L. The classical field modes with these boundary conditions are given by plane wave
eigen-modes eik·r, where:
k = kxx + kyy + kzz (1.12)
kx =
2pinx
L
, ky =
2piny
L
and kz =
2pinz
L
(1.13)
nx, ny and nz are integers. The expression for quantized electric field in free space of
volume V is given in Eq. (1.14) [24]
Eˆ(r) = i
∑
j
Ej[aˆjεje
ikj ·r − aˆ†jε∗je−ikj ·r] (1.14)
≡ Eˆ+(r) + Eˆ−(r) (1.15)
In the above equation, k represents the wave-vector and ε the polarization unit vector.
For electric fields in free space, kj · εj = 0. The sum is taken over all field modes
which include two independent polarization directions for a given frequency mode.
Operators aˆj and aˆ
†
j are the annihilation and creation operators for each mode j
respectively. They satisfy the commutation relations given in Eq. (1.16)-(1.17)
[aˆi, aˆj] = [aˆ
†
i , aˆ
†
j] = 0 (1.16)
[aˆi, aˆ
†
j] = δij (1.17)
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In Eq. (1.14), Ej is the real electric field co-efficient and by choosing it to be:
Ej =
√
~|kj|c
20V
(1.18)
we can write the free field Hamiltonian as given in Eq. (1.19)
HˆF =
∑
j
~ωj(aˆ†j aˆj +
1
2
) (1.19)
where ωj = |kj|c is the angular frequency of the electric field mode j and c is the
speed of light in vacuum. Also, in Eq. (1.18) 0 is the permittivity of free space. From
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.19), we notice that quantized electric field in free space
is analogous to a sum of harmonic oscillators each operating at a different frequency
which can be determined by the eigen-modes of plane waves in a cubic volume V . The
constant factor of 1
2
∑
j ~ωj leads to divergences when calculating the energy density
of vacuum field. This can be taken care of by renormalization techniques [29]. For
our purpose we shall ignore the contributions from this zero-point energy.
The choice of the quantization volume V is arbitrary, one can choose volumes of
different shapes and sizes but the real measurable physical quantities should remain
independent of them. The final step in quantization is to take the limit L→∞ such
that V would include all space. When taking the limit to infinity, following the rules
laid out below in Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21) will make calculations easier and help in
accounting for extra factors of V .
∑
k
→ V
(2pi)3
∞∫
−∞
dkx
∞∫
−∞
dky
∞∫
−∞
dkz (1.20)
We should also change any state amplitudes cj describing the quantum state of pho-
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tons as described in [24]:
cj(t)→
√
(2pi)3
V
c(k, t) (1.21)
Now using the expressions for quantized electric field given in Eq. (1.14) and Hamil-
tonian of the free field in Eq. (1.19) we can proceed to analyze the system of a single
stationary two level atom at position r, interacting with the quantized electric field.
The complete derivation of atom interacting with quantized electro-magnetic fields is
rather lengthy and complicated with a few subtleties regarding gauge-choice involved.
For a complete derivation, please refer to the material listed within these references
[24, 25]. We shall skip the steps involved in this derivation and jump directly to the
result. The Hamiltonian for this system will now have three parts, the free atomic
Hamiltonian HA, the free field Hamiltonian HF and the atom-field interaction Hamil-
tonian HAF as given in Eq. (1.23)
Hˆ = HˆA + HˆF + HˆAF (1.22)
= ~ω0|e〉〈e|+
∑
k,τ
~ωkaˆ†k,τ aˆk,τ − µˆ · Eˆ(r) (1.23)
µˆ · Eˆ(r) = −(µˆ+ + µˆ−) · (Eˆ+(r) + Eˆ−(r)) (1.24)
In Eq. (1.23), we have explicitly taken sum over all the wave-vector modes, k and
the two polarization modes associated to every wave-vector mode denoted by τ . We
also work in the dipole approximation regime and hence consider only the dipole
interactions here. As was done earlier, we can drop off the energy non-conserving
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terms using the RWA from HˆAF and we would get:
HˆAF =
∑
k,τ
i
√
~ωk
20V
[〈g|µˆ|e〉 · ε∗τ |g〉〈e|aˆ†k,τe−ik·r − 〈e|µˆ|g〉 · ετ |e〉〈g|aˆk,τeik·r]
(1.25)
= ~
∑
k,τ
[
g∗k,τ |g〉〈e|aˆ†k,τe−ik·r + gk,τ |e〉〈g|aˆk,τeik·r
]
(1.26)
where we have defined:
gk,τ = −i
√
ωk
2~0V
〈e|µˆ|g〉 · ετ (1.27)
In Eq. (1.27), gk,τ defines the single photon Rabi frequency at wavelength ωk for
polarization given by ετ . It signifies the strength of the dipolar interaction between
the atom and the component of the electric field with angular frequency ωk and po-
larization ετ . The Hamiltonion in Eq. (1.23) is the starting point for many quantum
optical calculations including the studies of spontaneous emissions [30]. We shall
revisit this formalism in the context of ensemble of three level atoms in Chapter III.
1.2.2 Single atoms vs Ensembles
One of the most important reasons for studying light-atom interactions and ways
of manipulating light via atoms and vice-versa is to be able to use these systems
for varied applications like single-photon emitters[31, 32], quantum gates [33–35],
generation of quantum memories that can store quantum information [34, 36, 37],
for studies of metrology [38, 39] etc. The natural question then arises, is there any
advantage in using a single atom interacting with optical fields vs an ensemble of
identical atoms? And what are the differences between these systems in terms of
modelling them as well as performing experiments with them? In this section we will
discuss these questions.
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The resonant absorption cross section for a single atom is proportional to the tran-
sition wavelength squared, which means that it is generally very small (of the order
of about 10-9cm2) [40, 41]. For atomic ensembles with non-interacting atoms, this
cross section increases by a factor of the number of atoms in the ensemble assuming
the intensity of light is uniform across the ensemble.
Another interesting avenue for observing and applying multi-atom effects is the
case of non-linear interactions between Rydberg atoms via dipole-dipole Rydberg
blockade interactions [41–43]. The phenomenon of Rydberg blockade is such that
when one Rydberg atom in an ensemble is excited to a Rydberg level, it prohibits
excitation of another Rydberg atom in its vicinity to the same Rydberg level. This
effectively creates a super-atom. When Rabi flopping [44–46] for such a system is
measured, the effective Rabi frequency is observed to vary with the number of atoms
under the influence of Rydberg blockade. The effective Rabi frequency is:
Ωeff =
√
NΩ0 (1.28)
In the above equation, the number atoms in the super atom are denoted by N and
Ω0 stands for single atom Rabi frequency between ground and excited Rydberg state
[44]. Further discussion on Rydberg blockade will be presented in Chapter II.
In some cases, for example two-photon Raman transitions in atomic ensembles,
collective enhancement in emitted signal mode can be observed [47]. In such systems,
emission of a Stoke’s photon corresponds to a single atom being transferred from
one atomic state to another. Since, it is not possible to identify which atom emitted
the photon, such processes are described by multi-atom collective quantum states or
spin-wave states. Because of multi-atom interference effects, the Stokes photons are
emitted in a particular directional light mode that is correlated with the atomic spin-
wave mode instead of being emitted in a random direction. This collectively enhanced
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coupling provides immense improvement in the signal to noise ratio of the emitted
signal which is a huge advantage over a single atom system [36, 47]. More discussion
and mathematical derivation of this phenomenon will be presented in Chapter III.
Apart from the enhancement in atom-light coupling in an atomic ensemble com-
pared to single atoms, it is also easier to trap, store and manipulate an atomic ensem-
ble rather than a single atom. Single atoms are usually trapped using single beam
dipole traps [48–50], lattice optical micro-traps [51, 52], nano-photonic waveguides
[53] or in optical cavities [54, 55]. They are susceptible to being lost due to atomic
motion and fluctuations in trapping potentials. It is also harder to detect signal emit-
ted from single atoms since single photon losses are hard to account for. Ensuring
that the traps are singly occupied is also challenging. On the other hand, atomic
ensembles are trapped using optical lattices [56, 57] or magneto-optic traps [58, 59].
The whole atomic ensemble can be manipulated by using a few broad waist beams
which makes experimental setups for atomic ensembles easier to handle.
1.2.3 Quantum networks and quantum communication
The ability to store, process and transfer quantum information which consists of
quantum states and entanglement across long distances is one of the most lucrative
applications that quantum sciences have to offer [60, 61]. The concept of quantum
networks to facilitate this was introduced around two decades ago and since then a
lot of progress has been made both theoretically and experimentally [62]. A quan-
tum network comprises of individual quantum nodes that can generate, process and
store quantum information which can then be communicated via quantum channels
across multiple nodes as depicted by the schematic in Fig. 1.1. These quantum
nodes play the role of quantum interfaces which interact with information carrying
quantum channels. Most quantum communication protocols involve photonic qubits
as information carries in optical channels. Though photons are ideal for transport-
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of a Quantum Network: This is a cartoon representation of
a quantum network where different quantum information carrying channels are in-
terconnected with quantum interfaces made of physical systems that are capable of
storing, processing and releasing quantum information carried in the quantum chan-
nels.
ing information, it is extremely difficult to store and manipulate them. Therefore,
the need of quantum nodes made of physical systems that can interact with photons
and convert them into stationary material qubits that can be stored and efficiently
converted back to carrier photons. Many systems are being investigated as potential
quantum interfaces such as room temperature or cold atomic ensembles [63], trapped
ion systems [64], solid state ensembles [65], quantum dots [66] and NV centers [67].
Of all these systems, atomic ensembles have been most well studied for applications as
quantum interfaces. Atomic ensembles are easier to trap and manipulate using sim-
ple linear optics and interact efficiently with information carrying photons. Quantum
atomic ensembles provide a way to coherently convert a photonic qubit to an atomic
qubit and vice-versa using schemes involving Raman transitions and Electromagneti-
cally Induced Transparency (EIT) [41]. For a good review of different protocols used
for storing and retrieving photons coherently from atomic ensembles refer the article
by Hammerer et. al. [63]. Apart from efficient quantum interfaces, another impor-
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tant requirement for quantum communication is the ability to improve state transfer
across multiple quantum nodes. Quantum repeater protocols have been formulated
to achieve this long distance states transfer using atomic ensembles and light-matter
interactions [36]. More discussion on quantum repeaters and a brief explanation of
the Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller protocol is provided in Chapter III.
1.3 Outline of the Dissertation
Having laid out the basic concepts that will be important for the discussions in the
following Chapters, let us now look at the organization of this dissertation. In Chapter
II, we will be looking at a protocol to create multi-atom entangled Greenberger-Horne-
Zeilinger (GHZ) states using Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP) and
Rydberg blockade. The concepts of STIRAP and Rydberg blockade will be discussed
before delving into the details of the protocol. In Chapter III we will study intrinsic
retrieval efficiency of quantum interfaces formed from atomic ensembles that play
an important role in quantum repeater protocols. A brief introduction to Duan-
Lukin-Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ) quantum repeater protocol will also be provided in this
Chapter. In Chapter IV, we will conclude with a discussion of the impacts of studying
these two avenues exploring light-matter interactions in neutral cold-atom ensembles.
Future outlook and improvements that can be made in these approaches will also be
discussed.
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CHAPTER II
Generating GHZ States in Atomic Ensembles
using STIRAP and Rydberg Blockade
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will propose a protocol for the creation of multi-particle
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states in an atomic ensemble of three level Λ
atoms using Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP) and Rydberg blockade.
The effects of spontaneous emissions from excited atomic levels are also studied along
with numerical results on the performance of this protocol.
We start this chapter by providing a brief introduction to GHZ states, the process
of STIRAP and Rydberg blockade. It is then followed by the description of the main
protocol and we conclude with discussion of the numerical results obtained for this
method.
2.1.1 Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) States
At the heart of quantum mechanics lies the phenomenon of quantum entangle-
ment. Bell states, which are maximally entangled two qubit states show ‘measurement
correlations stronger than could ever exist between classical systems’ in the words of
Neilson and Chuang [61]. These non-classical correlations are the essence of Bell’s
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inequalities that were formulated by John Bell in 1964 [68] addressing the paradox
raised by Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR) in their famous paper on nature of phys-
ical reality described by quantum mechanics[69]. Bell states play a central role in
many quantum communication protocols like quantum teleportation, quantum key
distribution etc. [20, 21, 61, 70–73]. Let us look at one of the four Bell states given
below in Eq. (2.1).
|Φ〉 = |00〉+ |11〉√
2
(2.1)
Bell states show perfect correlation between the measurement results of the first
qubit and the second qubit in any given basis irrespective of the physical separation
between the two qubits. For example, in Eq. (2.1) whatever be the outcome of the
measurement on the first qubit in a given basis, the outcome of the measurement of the
second qubit is instantaneously determined. This perfect correlation in measurements
violates the notion of local realism [68] and is the peculiar phenomenon at the heart
of the EPR paradox.
Generalizations of these two qubit Bell states are the multi-particle entangled
quantum states called the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states given in Eq.
(2.2) [74, 75].
|GHZ〉m = |0〉
⊗m ± |1〉⊗m√
2
, m > 2 (2.2)
They exhibit entanglement based effects which are much more rich compared to Bell
states [74–77]. Consider for example a three qubit GHZ state given in Eq. (2.3).
|GHZ〉3 = |000〉+ |111〉√
2
(2.3)
On measuring any one of the three qubits in Eq. (2.3) in the standard basis, half the
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times we get the unentangled pure state |00〉 and the pure state |11〉 rest of the time.
On the other hand, taking a trace over one of the qubits leads to an unentangled
mixed state whose density matrix is given in Eq. (2.4)
Tr1(|GHZ〉33〈GHZ|) = |00〉〈00|+ |11〉〈11|
2
(2.4)
If instead of measuring one of the qubits of the three qubit GHZ state in the standard
basis, one measures it in superposition basis |±〉 where:
|+〉 = |0〉+ |1〉√
2
(2.5)
|−〉 = |0〉 − |1〉√
2
(2.6)
we would get maximally entangled two qubit Bell states
|00〉 ± |11〉√
2
with a probability
of one half each.
These highly entangled GHZ states violate Bell-like inequalities more strongly
than their two qubit counter parts [76, 77]. The multi-particle entangled GHZ state
shows unique non-local correlations which are essential for understanding the funda-
mental principles of quantum entanglement [74, 78]. Exploration of unique non-local
properties shown by GHZ states is a topic of ongoing research and will hopefully help
define multi-particle quantum entanglement more concretely [79–81].
Like Bell states, GHZ states are important for various applications of quantum
communication, cryptography and precision measurements [82–88]. With this short
introduction to GHZ states, their important properties and applications, let us now
briefly look at the concept of STIRAP.
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2.1.2 Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage (STIRAP)
The method of STIRAP introduced in the 1980s is a well known technique that
allows a robust method of population transfer between two specific levels of a (gener-
ally, three level) atomic system [89–91]. Consider a three level Λ atomic system shown
in Fig. 2.1 such that the two levels |g〉 and |s〉 are stable or meta-stable states and |e〉
is an excited state. The transitions between states |g〉 − |e〉 are driven by a classical
probe field and the transitions between the |s〉 − |e〉 states by a similar pump field.
The strength of both the pump and probe fields change as a function of time. Let
δg/s be the detuning between the transition frequency and the carrier frequency of the
applied optical fields for the |g〉− |e〉 and |s〉− |e〉 transitions respectively. Under the
two photon resonance condition which implies that δ ≡ δg − δs = 0 as illustrated in
Fig. 2.1, the Hamiltonian of the system in the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA)
for a basis set {|g〉, |e〉, |s〉} is given in Eq. (2.7)
H =
~
2

0 Ωg(t) 0
Ωg(t) 2δ Ωs(t)
0 Ωs(t) 0
 . (2.7)
Where Ωg(t) is the time dependent Rabi frequency corresponding to the |g〉 − |e〉
transition and similarly Ωs(t) is the Rabi frequency for the |s〉 − |e〉 transition. We
have chosen the Rabi frequencies to be real for the sake of simplicity. One of the
eigenergies of the above Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.7) is 0. The corresponding eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian which has been traditionally called the Dark state, |D〉 given in
Eq. (2.8) is at the center of this population transfer protocol.
|D(t)〉 = Ωs(t)√
Ω2g(t) + Ω
2
s(t)
|g〉 − Ωg(t)√
Ω2g(t) + Ω
2
s(t)
|s〉 (2.8)
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Figure 2.1: Λ atomic level structure: The states |g〉 and |s〉 are two stable ground
states that interact with the excited state |e〉 through Rabi frequencies Ωg and Ωs
respectively. Under the two photon resonance condition, the detuning for transitions
|g〉 − |e〉 and |s〉 − |e〉 is equal given by δ
We can simplify the analysis by considering the substitution tan θ(t) =
Ωg(t)
Ωs(t)
.
The dark state can now be re-written as given below:
|D(t)〉 = cos θ(t)|g〉 − sin θ(t)|s〉 (2.9)
Notice that state |D〉 has no contributions from the excited state |e〉. If we start out
with the atomic population in the state |g〉, we can transfer it to state |s〉 by adiabati-
cally changing the co-efficients of the dark state from cos θ(0) = 1 to sin θ(T ) = 1 over
a duration of time period T in Eq. (2.9), with negligible occupation of the excited
state. To enable this, optical fields controlling the |s〉 − |e〉 transitions are turned on
first, followed by the field for |g〉 − |e〉 transition. It is important that these fields
are turned on and off adiabatically with sufficient temporal overlap between them to
facilitate complete population transfer[89]. Since, the fields corresponding to Rabi
frequency Ωs(t) is turned on first even though the atomic population is occupying the
state |g〉, this pulse sequence is referred to as counter intuitive STIRAP pulse scheme
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[90, 92]. Unlike schemes of atomic population transfer where in precise control of
the pulse shapes and intensities are required for high fidelity transfer, STIRAP is
immune to minor fluctuations in these experimental conditions [89]. Thus, STIRAP
is a robust method of population transfer from one state to another with extremely
small loses due to spontaneous emission from the excited levels. Population trans-
fer efficiency of more than 95% has been reported in numerous experiments using
STIRAP [93–95]. Since, it is an adiabatic process, a discussion about the conditions
required to maintain adiabaticity is important and they will be discussed in detail in
the forthcoming Sec. 2.2.3. For a comprehensive review on STIRAP please refer to
Vitanov et. al. [89]. Let us now briefly discuss the second important piece of our
proposed GHZ state generation protocol, namely Rydberg blockade.
2.1.3 Rydberg Blockade
Rydberg atoms allow atomic excitation of the electrons to atomic levels with
large principal quantum numbers, n1. Since the size of the atom scales as n2,
atoms excited to high lying states have a large size and therefore a large dipole
moment. These large dipole moments provide a controllable means of generating
strong dipole-dipole interactions between Rydberg atoms [41, 42, 96]. The strong
resonant dipole-dipole interactions scale as
1
R3
at short distances, R, and scale as
1
R6
corresponding to Van der Waals interactions at long distances [96]. This novel
feature of Rydberg atoms where the interactions can be turned on and off based on
whether the atoms are excited to Rydberg levels or not plays an important role in
many quantum information protocols to entangle atoms [41, 43, 97, 98].
In an ensemble of neutral atoms, when two atoms are excited to Rydberg energy
levels, because of the strong resonant dipolar interactions between them, the energy
of doubly occupied Rydberg levels shifts. This energy shift is a function of the atomic
dipole moment as well as the separation between the atoms. As a result, Rydberg
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atoms in the vicinity of an excited Rydberg atom cannot be excited to the same
Rydberg state because of these energy level shifts [96, 99]. It is explained pictorially
in Fig. 2.2; because of the dipolar interaction between the two Rydberg atoms with
a Rabi frequency Ω, the energy level with both the atoms excited to Rydberg level
|R,R〉 undergoes an energy shift given by ∆ as a function of their inter-atomic distance
d. Notice that there is no effect on the energy levels when only one atom is excited
to the Rydberg level and the other is in the ground state |0, R〉. This phenomenon
of ‘dipole blockade’ provides an atomic control that acts on multiple atoms at the
same time, which is necessary for generating entanglement between the atoms of the
ensemble within the blockade radius. A blockade radius can be thought of as the
radius of the sphere around an excited Rydberg atom within which no other atom
can be excited to the Rydberg level with optical transitions. Thus, in essence only
one Rydberg excitation is allowed within this sphere giving rise to a super-atom
with multiple atoms. We will be using this phenomenon of Rydberg blockade as a
controllable means of generating one step entanglement on a mesoscopic scale.
Let us now get into the details of the scheme for GHZ state generation using
STIRAP and Rydberg blockade.
2.2 Proposal for GHZ state generation
Many ingenious schemes for creation of GHZ states in atomic systems have been
previously proposed using a multi-step or a single-step process [96, 100, 101]. We
present here a single-step scheme for GHZ state creation employing Rydberg dipole
blockade and STIRAP [89, 102] using a single control atom and an ensemble of target
atoms. Approaches to create a multi-particle GHZ state by using Electromagnetically
Induced Transparency (EIT) and adiabatic passage along with Rydberg blockade have
been previously studied [97, 98, 100]. Fidelity of the GHZ states obtained at the end
of these protocols is an important parameter to consider. Because of radiative decay
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of Rydberg blockade: When two Rydberg atoms with ground
state |0〉 and excited Rydberg level |R〉 are brought in close proximity, the energy
level corresponding to the doubly excited |R,R〉 state undergoes a distance dependent
shift given by ∆. For values of inter-atomic separation, d, smaller than the blockade
radius, excitation of two Rydberg atoms to the excited state is prohibited for a Rabi
frequency Ω corresponding to the |0〉 − |R〉 transition.
from the excited Rydberg states of the ensemble atoms, the fidelity of the GHZ states
obtained in these schemes is adversely affected [96].
Here we propose a different theoretical scheme to realize the creation of a multi-
particle GHZ state in an ensemble of Λ three-level Rydberg atoms which is robust
to radiation decay from the excited Rydberg levels of the ensemble atoms. In this
setup, the control atom and the ensemble of the target atoms are assumed to be
independently addressable. This can be achieved by storing them in two separate
trapping potentials in close proximity or in a lattice where the control atom can be
efficiently addressed. This setup is similar to what has been discussed in the proposal
by Muller et. al. [100].
The control atom has a three level structure as is shown in Fig. 2.3a. The two
meta-stable levels |0〉 and |1〉 determine the state of the control atom. Level |0〉 is
connected to the excited Rydberg level |R〉 via a control pulse with Rabi frequency
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given by Ωc(t).
Level |1〉 is chosen such that dipolar transitions between |1〉 and |0〉 as well as
|R〉 are forbidden. An ensemble having N target Rydberg atoms is considered to be
within the blockade radius of the excited control atom. The level structure of the
ensemble atoms and the corresponding pulse sequence acting on them is shown in
Fig. 2.3. Every ensemble atom has two metastable ground states, namely, |g〉 and
|s〉 and one Rydberg excited level |r〉. All the ensemble atoms are initiated in the |g〉
state. This GHZ state creation protocol begins with a control pi pulse having Rabi
frequency Ωc(t) which is used to excite the control atom. If the control atom is in
state |1〉, the control pulse has no effect. On the other hand, if it is in state |0〉, with
the action of the control pi pulse, the atom is excited to the Rydberg level |R〉. Due
to the long range dipole-dipole interactions between the excited Rydberg level |R〉
and Rydberg levels |r〉, the target ensemble Rydberg levels undergo energy level shift
given by a frequency ∆ (refer to Sec. 2.1.3). In the absence of this energy shift, the
condition for adiabatic population transfer of the ensemble atoms from the ground
state |gN〉 = ⊗Nj=1|g〉j to |sN〉 = ⊗Nj=1|s〉j via the counter-intuitive STIRAP pulse
sequence Ωs(t) and Ωg(t) [Fig. 2.3] is satisfied (refer to Sec. 2.1.2). The parameters
of the system are set up in such a way that when the control atom is excited to |R〉,
the induced energy shift ∆ in the ensemble atoms disrupts the STIRAP condition
for population transfer from |gN〉 to |sN〉. Due to the added detuning the population
remains in the state |gN〉 after the application of the STIRAP pulses. Finally, another
control pi pulse is used to bring the control atom back to the original state. When
the control atom is prepared in the 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉) superposition state at the beginning
of the protocol and finally measured in the superposition basis, the ensemble atoms
get projected to a N particle GHZ state.
If the conditions for STIRAP are met, the instantaneous eigenstate occupied by
the ensemble atoms has no contribution from the level |r〉 at all times. Hence, this
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(a) Atomic level structure
(b) Pulse Scheme
Figure 2.3: Atomic level structure and pulse scheme for GHZ state generation: (a)
This figure describes the atomic level structure of the control atom and the target
ensemble atoms. The control atom has two metastable states |0〉 and |1〉. The level
|0〉 interacts with the excited Rydberg level |R〉 via Rabi frequency Ωc(t). δR is
the detuning between the carrier frequency of the light pulse and the frequency of
transition between the levels |0〉 and |R〉. The level |1〉 is isolated from the other
levels. Each target atom has a Λ type level structure with two metastable states,
|g〉 and |s〉. They interact with the excited Rydberg level |r〉 via Gaussian pulses
having Rabi frequencies Ωg(t) and Ωs(t) respectively. The detuning for both the
pulses is given by δ. (b) This figure describes the pulse sequences for the GHZ state
generation protocol. The protocol begins with a Gaussian [Ωc(t)] pi pulse having a
standard deviation given by Tc to take the control atom from |0〉 to |R〉. It is then
followed by counter-intuitive STIRAP pulse sequence with Gaussian profiles, each
having T ( Tc) standard deviation. τ is the time interval between the peaks of these
two STIRAP pulses. Finally, another control pi pulse is used to bring the control
atom back to state |0〉.
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protocol is insensitive to the radiative decay losses from the excited Rydberg level of
the ensemble atoms.
Let us now analyze this scheme in detail and study the dependence of the STIRAP
transfer conditions on the parameters of the system. In Sec. 2.2.1 we discuss the
dynamics of the control atom. This is followed by the discussion of the transfer
mechanism in the target atoms and the adiabaticity conditions required for efficient
transfer in Sec. 2.2.2. Numerical simulations of this protocol for realistic parameters
are then presented in Sec. 2.3 . In Sec. 2.5 we conclude the discussion.
2.2.1 The control atom
Hamiltonian for the control atom interacting with the classical control field in
the field interaction representation with the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) is
given below:
HC(t)
~
= δR|R〉〈R|+ Ω
∗
c(t)
2
|0〉〈R|+ Ωc(t)
2
|R〉〈0| (2.10)
The energy levels are measured relative to the ground state energy ~ω0 = 0. In Eq.
(2.10), δR ≡ ωR − ωc is the detuning between the frequency of transition from |0〉
to |R〉 (denoted by ωR) and the optical frequency of the control pulse, ωc. As noted
previously, Ωc(t) is the Rabi frequency of the control pulse with a Gaussian temporal
profile given below.
Ωc(t) = Ωc0 exp
[−(t− τc)2
2T 2c
]
(2.11)
We will assume the peak Rabi frequency, Ωc0, to be real in all the calculations here
after. As already noted, level |1〉 is isolated from the levels |0〉 and |R〉 and hence is
not included in the Hamiltonian. For δR = 0, on solving the Schrodinger’s equation
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for a general wave-function, |Ψ(t)〉 = c0(t)|0〉+ cR(t)|R〉, with |c0(−∞)| = 1, we get:
|c0(∞)|2 = cos2 Θ (2.12)
|cR(∞)|2 = sin2 Θ (2.13)
Θ ≡
∞∫
−∞
Ωc(t
′)
2
dt′ = Ωc0Tc
√
pi
2
(2.14)
For complete transfer of population from |0〉 to |R〉 state, Θ should be an odd multiple
of
pi
2
. Thus, we need:
Ωc0Tc = (2p+ 1)
√
pi
2
, p ∈ Z (2.15)
To check for the robustness of this transfer against variations in the Rabi frequency,
we look at the derivative of |cR(∞)| with respect to Ωc0.
∂|cR(∞)|
∂Ωc0
= −Tc
√
pi
2
cos(Ωc0Tc
√
pi
2
) (2.16)
Eq. (2.16) implies that smaller values of Tc provide more robustness against variation
in Ωc0. For δR 6= 0, analytic solution for Gaussian form of the Rabi frequency is
difficult to derive. Hence, we will look at the dependence of |cR(∞)|2 on different
values of Ωc0, δR and Tc numerically in Fig. 2.4. For the value of Tc = 0.1T , where
T is the standard deviation of the Gaussian STIRAP pulses, we see from Fig. 2.4a
that the population gets completely transferred to the |R〉 state when Ωc0T
2
= 6.2
and δRT = 0. From Fig. 2.4b, we see that there are multiple periodic values of Ωc0T
for which complete population transfer to the excited level can be achieved via a pi
pulse as expected from Eq. (2.15) for Tc = 1T . As δRT becomes larger, the fraction
of population in the excited state decreases and eventually becomes zero. The effect
of larger values of δRT is more prominent for larger values of Tc. As derived in Eq.
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(a) Tc = 0.1T (b) Tc = 1T
Figure 2.4: Population distribution of the control atoms for different values of detun-
ing and Rabi frequencies: (a) The coefficient of population in state |R〉 transferred
from |0〉, |cR(∞)|2, due to the control pi pulse is plotted as a function of scaled de-
tuning δRT and scaled peak control Rabi frequency Ωc0T for a value of Tc = 0.1T .
(b) Same as plot (a) but for value of Tc = 1T . We see that smaller values of Tc are
more robust to variations in detuning and peak Rabi frequency.
(2.16), we see that smaller values of Tc provide more robust transfer against variations
in Ωc0 and δR.
2.2.2 The target ensemble
In this section, we will derive the conditions that are necessary to maintain adia-
batic transfer of the ensemble atoms from |gN〉 to |sN〉 when the control atom is in
state |1〉 and to remain in the state |gN〉 when the control atom is in the |0〉 state.
The Hamiltonian for ensemble atoms interacting with the counter-intuitive STIRAP
pulse sequence in the RWA is given below:
HT (t)
~
=
N∑
j=1
[
(ω0r − δg)|g〉j〈g|+ (ω0r − δs)|s〉j〈s|
]
+
N∑
j=1
[Ω∗g(t)
2
e−iω
0
r t|g〉j〈r|+ Ω
∗
s(t)
2
e−iω
0
r t|s〉j〈r|+ h.c.
]
(2.17)
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In Eq. (2.17), ~ω0r is the energy of the excited level |r〉. For the energy of states |g〉
and |s〉 denoted by ~ω0g and ~ω0s respectively, δg(s) = ω0r−ω0g(s)−ωg(s) are the detunings
of these levels with respect to the optical frequencies ωg and ωs of the STIRAP pulses
shown in Fig. 2.3b. The corresponding Rabi frequencies Ωg(t) and Ωs(t) are defined
as follows:
Ωg(t) = Ω exp
[− (t− τ2 )2
2T 2
]
(2.18)
Ωs(t) = Ω exp
[− (t+ τ2 )2
2T 2
]
(2.19)
In Eqs. (2.18)-(2.19), Ω is the peak Rabi frequency of the Gaussian STIRAP pulses,
τ is the time separation between the peaks of the two pulses and T is the standard
deviation. We can simplify the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.17) by setting ω0r = 0 and
assuming two photon resonance condition for the system i.e. δg = δs = δ [102].
Boosting the energy of all the levels by δ, we get the modified Hamiltonian for the
target ensemble as:
HT (t)
~
=
N∑
j=1
[
δ|r〉j〈r|+
(Ω∗g(t)
2
|g〉j〈r|+ Ω
∗
s(t)
2
|s〉j〈r|+ h.c.
)]
(2.20)
We will restrict the set of basis states for the analysis of this system to a set containing
only one Rydberg level excitation by assuming that all the atoms are within the
Rydberg blockade radius of each other. We can rewrite the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.20)
in the symmetric Fock state basis set defined by [103]:
Σµ,ν =
∑
j
|µ〉j〈ν| = a†µaν ; (2.21)
|gN−n; sn; r0〉 =
√
(N − n)!
N !n!
Σns,g|gN〉 (2.22)
|gN−n−1; sn; r1〉 =
√
(N − n− 1)!
N !n!
Σns,gΣr,g|gN〉 (2.23)
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In the above equation, a†µ is an operator for creation of atomic excitation in the state
µ and similarly, aν is the destruction operator. There are in all (2N+1) states in this
basis set, namely,
{|g; s; r〉N} = {|gN ; s0; r0〉, .., |gN−n; sn; r0〉, ..|g0; sN ; r0〉,
|gN−1; s0; r1〉, .., |gN−n−1; sn; r1〉, ..|g0; sN−1; r1〉} (2.24)
As a short hand notation, we use |gN〉 ≡ |gN ; s0; r0〉 and |sN〉 ≡ |g0; sN ; r0〉. The
corresponding Hamiltonian in the Fock number basis is then:
HT (t)
~
= δσ+r σ
−
r +
[Ω∗g(t)
2
a†gσ
−
r +
Ω∗s(t)
2
a†sσ
−
r + h.c.
]
(2.25)
Where:
σ+r |r0〉 = |r1〉, σ−r |r0〉 = 0 (2.26)
σ−r |r1〉 = |r0〉, σ+r |r1〉 = 0 (2.27)
Using the properties of block [104] and tri-diagonal matrices [105] it can be shown
that the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.25) when expressed as a matrix in the basis set defined
by Eq. (2.24) always has one eigenvalue as 0. The characteristic equation for this
Hamiltonian is invariant when δ → −δ and the eigenvalue λ → −λ. The details of
finding the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.25) in the basis set defined
in Eq. (2.24) is provided in Appendix A. With the following new definitions given in
Eqs. (2.28)-(2.29), let us explore the eigen-structure of this system.
Ω0(t) ≡
√
Ω2g(t) + Ω
2
s(t) (2.28)
tan θ(t) ≡ Ωg(t)
Ωs(t)
; tanϕ(t) ≡ Ω0(t)
δ
(2.29)
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On solving for the eigenvalues of this system, we find that the non-zero eigen-energies
are (refer to Appendix A for details):
EN±n =
~Ω0(t)
2
[cotϕ(t)±
√
n+ cot2 ϕ(t)], n = 1, .., N (2.30)
The corresponding eigen-states are denoted by |λN±n〉. The eigenstate with eigenenergy
0 is given as:
|O(t)〉 =
N∑
n=0
(−1)N−nαNn (t)|gN−n; sn; r0〉 (2.31)
αNn (t) =
√
N !
n!(N − n)! cos
N−n(θ(t)) sinn(θ(t)) (2.32)
State |O(t)〉 is the N particle STIRAP state. As t → −∞, |O(−∞)〉 = |gN〉 and
t → ∞, |O(∞)〉 = |sN〉. If this system evolves adiabatically, then the population of
the target ensemble can be coherently transferred from |gN〉 to |sN〉. This eigenstate
with eigenvalue 0 has no contribution from the excited level |r〉 for any number of
ensemble atoms at all times. It is also independent of the detuning δ. In the STIRAP
process our aim is to keep the target ensemble in the instantaneous eigenstate |O(t)〉
at all times. Adiabatic population transfer along this eigenstate implies that this
protocol is insensitive to the spontaneous emissions from the excited level |r〉. This is
a key feature of this scheme which provides us with a robust mechanism of population
transfer even in the presence of decay. Numerical studies in the presence of decay are
described in Sec. 2.3.
2.2.3 Adiabaticity conditions
Let us now look at the adiabaticity conditions required for the desired population
transfer. The condition for maintaining adiabatic transfer along the |O(t)〉 state is
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(a) |cs(∞)|2 (b) |cs(∞)|2 + |cg(∞)|2
(c) |cs5(∞)|2 (d) |cs5(∞)|2 + |cg5(∞)|2
Figure 2.5: Population distribution of ensemble atoms in the multi-particle ground
states |gN〉 and |sN〉: (a) Co-efficient of population in state |s〉 for a target ensemble
with 1 atom after the application of STIRAP pulses as a function of the scaled peak
Rabi frequency ΩT and scaled detuning δT for τ = 1.4T .(b)Total population in the
state |s〉 and |g〉 after the STIRAP pulses for a single target atom as a function of
ΩT and δT . (c) Same as plot (a) but for a target ensemble of 5 atoms. (d) Same as
plot (b) for N = 5 atoms. We see that as the number of target atoms goes up, the
parameter space for adiabatic transfer from |gN〉 to |sN〉 or no transfer gets modified
as per the conditions derived in Eqs. (2.43)-(2.45)
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summarized by the adiabaticity criterion discussed in [106] given as:
∑
m6=0
∣∣~〈m|O˙(t)〉
E0 − Em
∣∣ 1 (2.33)
In the above Eq. (2.33), E0 is the eigenenergy of the eigenstate |O(t)〉 and the sum
is taken over all the other eigenstates |m〉 with eigenenergies Em.
From here onwards, we will assume Ω to be real. On analyzing the eigenstates
|λN±1〉 corresponding to eigenenergies EN±1, we find that the projection of state |λN±1〉
onto the |r0〉 subspace is co-linear with |O˙(t)〉:
〈λN+1(t)|O˙(t)〉 = θ˙(t)
√
N sin(
ϕ(t)
2
) (2.34)
〈λN−1(t)|O˙(t)〉 = θ˙(t)
√
N cos(
ϕ(t)
2
) (2.35)
The eigen-structure is such that for any value of N, all the eigenstates except the
zeroth eigenstate have non-zero projections in the |r1〉 subspace. From the orthonor-
mality properties of the eigenvectors we can deduce that:
〈λN±n|Pr0P †r0|λN±m〉 = 〈λN±n|Pr1P †r1|λN±m〉 = 0 ∀ n 6= m (2.36)
Here, P †r0 and P
†
r1 are projection operators for the |r0〉 and |r1〉 subspace respectively.
From the above deduction we can conclude that only the |λN±1〉 eigenstates contribute
to the sum in Eq. (2.33). On simplifying the adiabatic condition we get:
θ˙(t)  Ω0(t)
2
√
N
f(ϕ(t)) (2.37)
f(ϕ(t)) =
sin ϕ(t)
2
cos ϕ(t)
2
sin3 ϕ(t)
2
+ cos3 ϕ(t)
2
(2.38)
Substituting the expressions for Ω0(t) and θ˙(t) in Eq. (2.37), the adiabaticity condi-
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tion is rewritten in Eq. (2.39). Here, we have scaled all the variables with T , thus,
Ω˜ ≡ ΩT , τ˜ ≡ τ
T
and similarly δ˜ and t˜.
1 
√
2
N
Ω˜
τ˜
exp (−(t˜
2 + τ˜
2
4
)
2
) cosh3/2(t˜τ˜)f(ϕ(t˜)) (2.39)
Since, the Rabi frequencies and detuning are positive, 0 ≤ ϕ(t) < pi
2
. The function
f(ϕ(t)) is a monotonically increasing function of ϕ(t) in this range. For the strictest
adiabaticity condition, we should choose the limit when ϕ(t) → 0. In this limit,
f(ϕ(t)) = Ω0(t)
2δ
, given δ  Ω0(t). On the other hand, when ϕ(t) → pi2 , we get
f(ϕ(t)) = 1√
2
with δ → 0. For the duration of population transfer, i.e. when Ω0(t˜)
is considerably large, the t˜ dependence of the RHS of Eq. (2.39) varies from being
singly peaked with maximum at t˜ = 0 till τ˜ is increased from 0 to about 1.4, to
being doubly peaked as τ˜ is increased further with a minimum at t˜ = 0. It is thus
sufficient to study the Eq. (2.39) at t˜ = 0 for all values of τ˜ . Incorporating the above
simplifications, the adiabaticity condition now is given as:
1  Ω˜
2
√
Nτ˜ δ˜
exp (− τ˜
2
4
) when δ˜  Ω˜ (2.40)
It is worthwhile to keep in mind that when δ → 0, this condition becomes:
1  Ω˜√
Nτ˜
exp (− τ˜
2
8
) (2.41)
Note the dependence of the adiabaticity conditions in Eq. (2.40) and Eq. (2.41) on
the number of atoms in the ensemble. The condition for adiabatic transfer along the
|O〉 eigenstate becomes stricter by √N for an ensemble of N atoms. The optimum
value of τ can be obtained numerically. When all other parameters are fixed, the
condition δ˜  Ω˜2 for the adiabatic transfer is similar to what was proved by Vitanov
and Stenholm in 1997 [91] for a single atom case.
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Let us now understand the condition required for the atomic population to remain
in the state |gN〉 when the added detuning due to Rydberg dipole-dipole interaction
is introduced. For a single atom case, as long as δ˜  Ω˜, we can reduce the three level
system to a two level system. In this case, the condition for adiabatic transfer from |g〉
to |s〉 is simply δ˜  Ω˜2, ignoring the effects of τ˜ . On the other hand, the condition to
remain in the |g〉 state is Ω˜2  δ˜ which is obtained by making the effective coupling
between levels |g〉 and |s〉 small [91]. This situation changes a little in the presence
of more than one atom. In this case, when we enforce that the effective couplings
are kept small, the condition for the ensemble state to remain in the state |gN〉 is
modified to:
√
NΩ˜2  δ˜ when Ω˜ δ˜ (2.42)
Thus, we can conclude that for the ensemble state to be transferred to |sN〉 state
from the initial state |gN〉, assuming τ˜ is fixed, we must have:
δ˜|1〉  Ω˜
2
√
N
when δ˜|1〉  Ω˜ (2.43)
1  Ω˜√
N
when δ˜|1〉 → 0 (2.44)
Also, for the ensemble state to remain in the |gN〉 state, we must have:
δ˜|0〉 
√
NΩ˜2 when δ˜|0〉  Ω˜ (2.45)
In the above equations δ˜|0〉 and δ˜|1〉 are the detunings of ensemble atoms when the
control atom is in state |0〉 and |1〉 respectively. For our protocol to work efficiently,
our system should satisfy the conditions given in Eq. (2.43) or Eq. (2.44) along with
Eq. (2.45). Thus, we can take δ˜|0〉 = δ˜|1〉 + ∆˜.
To understand the implications of the adiabaticity conditions derived in this sec-
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tion, we numerically evolve the Hamiltonian for the ensemble atoms given in Eq.
(2.25) for different values of ΩT and δT . In Fig. 2.5 we plot the population of en-
semble atoms in state |sN〉 for N = 1 and 5 denoted by the co-efficient |csN (∞)|2.
To compare this with the population that remained in the initial state |gN〉, we plot
the total population in the states |sN〉 and |gN〉 after the completion of the protocol.
This sum is denoted as |cgN (∞)|2 + |csN (∞)|2. For N = 1, we see from Fig. 2.5a, the
population gets completely transferred to |s〉 state for Ω˜2  δ˜. It is clear from Fig.
2.5b, there is only a small portion of the parameter space when Ω˜
2
≈ δ˜ < 3 where adi-
abatic transfer of population as described above does not take place for N = 1. This
situation changes as the number of atoms in the target ensemble increases since more
intermediate states now become available. For N = 5, as seen from Fig. 2.5c, the
condition for adiabatic transfer from |g5〉 to |s5〉 becomes stricter compared to that
for N = 1. Portions of the parameter space defined by Ω˜ and δ˜ open up where the
adiabaticity conditions fail. This region clearly divides the parameter space into two
sections, one which allows the adiabatic transfer of population from |gN〉 to |sN〉 with
high fidelity marked out by the condition Ω˜2  √Nδ˜ and the other where population
remains in |gN〉 with unit probability. The Rydberg-Rydberg interaction between the
control and the ensemble atoms provides a tunable mechanism to increase or decrease
the effective value of δ˜ such that the target atoms are always in either of these two
high fidelity transfer regions subject to the state of the control atom.
2.3 Introduction of spontaneous emissions
Before we start analyzing the numerical simulations for the control and target sys-
tem together, let us introduce the effect of decoherence due to spontaneous emissions
from the excited Rydberg states for the control atom and the target ensemble.
Assuming no collisions, the master equation for the density matrix, ρ, with M
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number of spontaneous emission decay channels is given below:
ρ˙ =
i
~
[ρ,H] + Lˆ(ρ) (2.46)
Lˆ(ρ) = −1
2
M∑
m=1
(C†mCmρ+ρC
†
mCm)+
M∑
m=1
CmρC
†
m (2.47)
For the control atom, we have only one decay channel with the decay rate Γ0R, namely,
Cˆ0R =
√
Γ0R|0〉〈R| (2.48)
For the target ensemble atoms, there are two decay channels with rates Γgr and Γsr
defined as:
Cˆgr =
√
Γgr|g〉〈r| (2.49)
Cˆsr =
√
Γsr|s〉〈r| (2.50)
In the forth coming numerical calculations, we have chosen Γgr = Γsr ≡ Γr. It is
straight-forward to extend the master equation calculations for a system with more
than one target atom using the Fock number state basis.
We will first study the effect of decay due to spontaneous emissions on the target
ensemble with different number of atoms. We choose the value of T = 1µs and
τ˜ = 1.4 for all the numerical results here after. From Fig. 2.6, we see that even for
an ensemble of about ten atoms, the population transferred to the |sN〉 state from
the |gN〉 state is greater than 99% for realistic values of Rydberg level spontaneous
emission rates of about Γr ≈ 0.01 − 0.1 MHz. As discussed above, we see that the
spontaneous emissions from the Rydberg excited levels of the target ensemble atoms
do not affect this protocol which makes it a very robust scheme.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of spontaneous emissions on ensemble atoms: The population
in level |sN〉 after the STIRAP pulses for different number of atoms in the target
ensemble, N, and varying spontaneous emission rate ΓrT . The value of detuning
δT = 0, ΩT
2
= 9.5 and τ = 1.4T . We see that the population transfer does not
depend on the decay rate significantly and has values higher than 0.99 for typical
range of ΓrT ≈ 0.01− 0.1
2.4 Numerical results for GHZ state creation
Having laid the groundwork we will now look at the simulation of GHZ state
creation. The total Hamiltonian for this system is:
HTot(t) = HC(t) +HT (t) + ~∆|R〉〈R|σ+r σ−r (2.51)
The expressions for HC(t) and HT (t) are given in the Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.25)
respectively. The interaction between the target ensemble and the control atom is
introduced via the last term in Eq. (2.51) with the interaction strength given by
frequency ∆. Ideally, ∆ is a function of inter-atomic separation. In this case we
can choose the value of ∆ such that it defines the threshold for the blockade radius.
All atoms in the ensemble will have a detuning greater than this value. The exact
value of ∆ is not important as long as it is large enough to avoid two Rydberg atom
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Figure 2.7: Implementation of the GHZ state generation protocol for N=5: Time
evolution of the squared co-efficients of |0〉|gN〉, |0〉|sN〉, |1〉|gN〉 and |1〉|sN〉 under the
influence of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.51) with the initial condition 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)|gN〉.
Chosen parameters: Ωc0T
2
= 6.2, δRT = 0, Tc = 0.1T ,
ΩT
2
= 5, δT = 0, τ = 1.4T ,
∆T = 500, ΓrT = ΓRT = 0, τc = τ + 4(T + Tc).
excitations.
We solve the Schrodinger equation numerically in the basis set
{|0〉, |1〉, |R〉} ⊗{|g; s; r〉N} defined in Eq. (2.24) with the Hamiltonian defined by Eq. (2.51) for the
control atom in the initial state, 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) and the ensemble atoms initiated in
the |gN〉 state. In Fig. 2.7 we have plotted the modulus squared of the co-efficients
corresponding to the components |0〉|gN〉, |0〉|sN〉, |1〉|gN〉 and |1〉|sN〉 of the wave-
vector as it evolves with time in the absence of any decay from the excited levels
of the control and the target atoms. The final state obtained after measuring the
control atom in 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉) state has a fidelity of 0.97 with respect to the GHZ
state |φ〉 = 1√
2
(|gN〉 + |sN〉) for a target ensemble with N = 5 atoms and having the
interaction strength ∆˜ = 500. Note that for this simulation, T = 1µs, which means
that the entire operation takes only about 15-20µs. Typical excited Rydberg level
lifetimes for n & 60 are of the order of 100 µs [107]. Since the current time of gate
operation is much less compared to the excited level lifetime, we can improve the
fidelity by increasing the value of ∆˜ without necessarily exciting the Rydberg atoms
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Figure 2.8: Fidelity of the final state with respect to the state |g
N 〉+|sN 〉√
2
: The fidelity
of the final ensemble state with respect to |φ〉 for N = 1 and 5 as a function of
the interaction strength ∆T with the initial condition 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)|gN〉. Parameters
used in the simulation: Ωc0T
2
= 6.2, δRT = 0, Tc = 0.1T , δT = 0, τ = 1.4T ,
ΓrT = ΓRT = 0, τc = τ + 4(T + Tc)
to much higher levels by simply increasing the width of the STIRAP pulses. In Fig.
2.8, we plot the fidelity of the obtained final ensemble state with respect to the GHZ
state |φ〉 as a function of the interaction strength ∆˜ for a target ensemble having 1
and 5 atoms. The fidelity for a single target atom is above 98% for ∆˜ of 100 or more.
On the other hand the fidelity of the target ensemble with N = 5 is 98% and higher
for values of ∆˜ = 600 and above.
As we have already seen, the spontaneous emission from the excited levels of the
target atoms do not affect this protocol as long as the adiabaticity conditions are
satisfied. What about the spontaneous emission from the excited level of the control
atom? In Fig. 2.9 we show the decrease in the fidelity of the final density matrix
with respect to the state |φ〉 for the same initial conditions as above due to the decay
from the |R〉 level. This plot shows the decay rate for the target ensemble having a
single atom and 5 atoms with Ω˜
2
= 3.5, ∆˜ = 200 and Ω˜
2
= 5, ∆˜ = 500 respectively and
δ˜ = 0. As expected the rate of the decay is same for both the cases since the number
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Figure 2.9: Fidelity of the final state with respect to |g
N 〉+|sN 〉√
2
with spontaneous
emissions: Fidelity of the target ensemble density matrix after measurement of the
control atom in the superposition state measured with respect to the state |φ〉 with
N = 1 and 5 for different values of ΓRT = ΓrT numerically evaluated with the initial
condition 1√
2
(|0〉 + |1〉)|gN〉. Parameters: Ωc0T
2
= 6.2, δRT = 0, Tc = 0.1T , δT = 0,
τ = 1.4T , ∆T = 200 for N = 1, ∆T = 500 for N = 5, τc = τ + 4(T + Tc)
of target atoms does not influence it. The fidelity is seen to drop to a value of 97%
from 99% for a single atom target ensemble when the value of ΓrT increases to 0.01,
whereas for the target ensemble with 5 atoms, the fidelity drops from 97% to 95%.
It is possible to compensate for the losses due to spontaneous emission from the
control atom by exciting it to higher Rydberg levels. This would serve the dual
purpose of providing longer excited level lifetimes as well as stronger Rydberg dipole
interaction strength [96], which would in turn improve the overall fidelity of the
protocol.
2.5 Chapter Summary
In conclusion, we have presented here a protocol to create N particle GHZ state
with a single control atom and an ensemble of N target atoms based on the principles
of Rydberg dipole blockade and STIRAP. We have discussed the conditions under
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which adiabatic transfer of the target ensemble population from one ground state to
the other is facilitated subject to the state of the control atom. The biggest advantage
of this scheme is that it is not affected by the decay from the excited Rydberg levels
of the target ensemble atoms as long as the conditions for adiabatic transfer are
satisfied. Spontaneous emission from the excited Rydberg level of the control atom
leads to decrease in the fidelity of the protocol. This can be controlled for by exciting
the control Rydberg atom to higher principal quantum number.
This chapter contains contents which were published elsewhere [108].
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CHAPTER III
Analysis of Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency for
Atomic Quantum Interfaces
3.1 Introduction
With the gap between the vision and reality of establishing quantum communica-
tion via a quantum network of atomic ensembles and photons closing steadily ([109–
111]), it becomes important to thoroughly understand every aspect of the individual
units constituting this network. In this chapter we will elucidate the workings of a sin-
gle quantum node comprising of atomic ensemble in Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller (DLCZ)
quantum repeater protocol and its variants by performing a full three dimensional
analysis. These atomic nodes act as quantum interfaces as discussed in Sec. 1.2.3. We
will be particularly interested in studying the intrinsic efficiency of these interfaces,
i.e. how efficient is the process of coherently storing and retrieving a photonic signal
from an atomic ensemble of three level atoms. Before we start building the atom-
light interaction model to describe this process, let us discuss the quantum repeater
protocol and understand the importance of atomic ensembles as quantum nodes in
this context.
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Figure 3.1: Working of quantum repeaters: To generate entanglement between two
distant nodes A0 and B0, we start by dividing the total distance into smaller segments
A0 −A1,A2 −A3,...,B3 −B2,B1 −B0 with their corresponding nodes. Entanglement
is first generated in the smaller segments between each of these nodes independently.
By entanglement swapping between two neighbouring nodes, e.g. A1 and A2, the
entanglement can be extended over a longer segment A0 − A3. With every success-
ful entanglement swapping step, the generated extended entanglement between two
nodes on a segment must be purified. By successive swapping and purification in a hi-
erarchical manner, entanglement can be generated over the original distance between
A0-B0.
3.1.1 Quantum repeaters and quantum interfaces
Quantum communication relies on the ability of generating quantum entangled
states over large distances. One way to accomplish this goal is to create entanglement
between distant units with the help of appropriate communication channels between
them. Typical carriers of quantum information, the photons, suffer from losses due
to absorption and decoherence in the transfer channel. This leads to an exponential
decay of communication fidelity with increasing distance of communication. The way
out of this problem is to use quantum repeaters [112]. Quantum repeaters are modeled
on the divide and conquer approach. The entire length over which entanglement
is to be created is broken down into smaller segments. Physical systems at the
ends of each smaller segment can be efficiently entangled because of smaller lengths
between them [Fig. 3.1]. Entanglement can then be generated between two adjacent
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segments by entanglement swapping using neighboring systems [21, 113]. This process
is repeated until entanglement is generated over the full length. At each step though,
the generated entanglement needs to be purified and doing so is a probabilistic process
[36, 96]. Thus, to extend entanglement over two adjacent segments one has to wait
till entanglement is generated and purified over each segment [36]. The upshot is that
quantum repeater protocols require quantum memories [36, 114] that can store the
entanglement for one segment till it is created in the neighboring segment.
In 2001, the DLCZ quantum repeater scheme was introduced as a way to gener-
ate heralded entanglement over a distance by using atomic ensembles as individual
memory units in combination with linear optics and single-photon detectors [36]. Fol-
lowing the DLCZ scheme, many experiments have demonstrated remarkable advances
towards quantum repeaters [110, 115, 116]. In these schemes the atomic ensembles
act as the nodes at the end of each segment by storing de-localized atomic spin-wave
states when entangled. These nodes are connected by fiber optic cables which serve
as the communication channels between ensembles allowing efficient transfer of pho-
tons. Entanglement between two neighbouring nodes on adjacent segments can be
generated by converting the stored spin-waves in the atomic ensembles into corre-
lated photons and performing beam-splitter measurements on them. The generation
and detection of a single photon from the atomic ensemble, in the absence of which
way information, makes the two segments get entangled. Memory nodes based on
atomic ensembles as opposed to single atoms make strong coupling between atoms
and photons possible due to collective effects of a large number of atoms. A detailed
description of the DLCZ scheme and the collective effects in atomic ensembles is
provided in Sec. 3.1.2 for completeness.
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3.1.2 The Duan-Lukin-Cirac-Zoller quantum repeater protocol
In this section, we will take a close look at the DLCZ scheme and define the
associated atoms-light interaction configuration. As shown in Fig. 3.1, to gener-
ate entanglement over A0 and B0, we split the intermediate distance into multiple
smaller segments and perform entanglement generation for each segment followed by
entanglement swapping between neighbouring segments sequentially. A pictorial rep-
resentation of the setup for entanglement generation between two atomic ensembles
on a segment is shown in Fig. 3.2. The two ensembles AN and AN+1 are simultane-
ously excited with weak Raman pulses (write pulse), such that there is a small but
definite probability of one of the ensembles emitting a photon correlated with the
coherent spin-wave mode in the atomic ensemble [36]. The photon generated from
either of the samples is coupled to optical fibers and made to interfere at a 50-50
beam-splitter coupled to single photon detectors at the output arms. If either of the
detectors clicks, that heralds entanglement between the two ensembles. This is how
entanglement is generated within each segment of the quantum repeater scheme.
Once we have two such adjacent entangled segments eg. A0 − AN and BN − B0
in Fig. 3.3, we implement entanglement swapping. The ensembles AN and BN
are simultaneously excited with strong read-out pulses, such that there is a high
probability of a stored spin-wave atomic excitation getting converted into a highly
directional photon. These photons are collected and made to interfere at another
50-50 beam-splitter also connected to single photon detectors. If there is a click in
either of the detector arms, it heralds entanglement between ensembles A0 − B0.
The necessary requirement as discussed previously is that the entanglement in either
segment needs to be stored until entanglement in the other segment can be generated
and purified. The process of entanglement generation, purification and swapping can
now be repeated to create entanglement sequentially between ensembles farther and
farther apart. The details of read and write process for each atomic ensemble are
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Figure 3.2: Entanglement generation between two neighboring atomic ensembles, AN
and AN+1: The atomic ensembles to be entangled are simultaneously excited with
weak off-resonant Raman pulses, called the write pulse. A photon corresponding to
the atomic spin wave mode emitted from any one of the ensembles is sent through
the 50-50 beam-splitter. The output arms of the beam-splitter are in-turn coupled
to single photon detectors. For ideal photon detectors, a click in any of the two
detectors, e.g. D1 in this case, heralds the generation of entanglement between the
two atomic ensembles AN and AN+1.
Figure 3.3: Entanglement swapping between two neighbouring entangled segments:
Given two entangled segments A0 − AN and BN − B0, entanglement is generated
between atomic ensembles A0 − B0 by entanglement swapping between ensemble
AN − BN . The atomic spin-wave modes in the neighbouring ensembles AN and BN
are converted into photons using a strong and broad read-out pulse. Photons emitted
by the atomic ensembles are coupled to a 50-50 beam-splitter. The output from the
beam-splitter is coupled to single photon detectors. Whenever one of the detectors
registers a photon, the atomic ensembles A0−B0 get entangled due to entanglement
swapping.
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given in Sec. 3.2.
3.1.3 Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency: An Introduction
The atomic ensembles that act as individual nodes to store de-localized quantum
entangled spin-wave states must satisfy a few important properties. As described in
[36], during the write process, storage of an atomic spin-wave state is heralded by the
detection of a single photon which we will call the signal photon. After a certain time
duration, this spin-wave is read out into another single photon, the idler photon. For
efficient implementation of the quantum repeater protocol, each of these atomic mem-
ory units should satisfy the following key properties. They should have long storage
lifetimes and high retrieval efficiency [114]. Storage lifetimes from about milliseconds
to seconds have been achieved in quantum memories with atomic gases [72, 117–119].
Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency (IRE) is defined as the probability of retrieving an idler
photon in a particular spatio-temporal mode from the stored spin-wave excitation
in the atomic ensemble conditioned on the successful detection of signal photon in
the write process. Detailed theoretical description of IRE is given in Sec. 3.3. The
spatio-temporal mode of the signal and the idler photon must have a high overlap
with single mode optical fibers which are used in experiments to collect and propagate
these photons for interference and detection. In our definition of the intrinsic retrieval
efficiency, we include contributions from mode-overlap between emitted photon field
and the optical fiber field as it is an integrated part of photon read-out process in
experiments. Because of the collective effects of atoms involved in the light-matter
interaction, the read-out photon is highly correlated with the spin-wave excitation
stored in the atomic ensemble. High IRE values are extremely important for rea-
sonable entanglement distribution rates [36, 114]. For example, as is stated in [114],
1% reduction in IRE, from 90% to 89%, increases the entanglement distribution time
over a distance of 600 km by 10%-14% for the DLCZ protocol and its variants. Cal-
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culations in [36] show that the scaling of the total time of entanglement generation
between two distant atomic ensembles with the number of repeater nodes critically
depends on the IRE. Free space IRE in experiments with cold atom ensembles is at
best about 50% [120]. For atomic ensembles confined to cavities, IRE of more than
70% has been achieved [72, 121]. The IRE is sensitive to decoherence due to stray
magnetic fields, atom loss as well as dephasing of the spin-wave caused by atomic
motion. To understand the exact nature of the IRE, it is important to study the full
three dimensional profile of the spin-wave excitation stored in the atomic ensemble
and how it gets mapped into the transverse (angular) profile of the emitted photon
following the read-out process. Our goal in this chapter is to understand the intrin-
sic memory retrieval efficiency by performing a thorough three-dimensional quantum
mechanical calculation that also takes into account the mode matching between the
emitted photons and single photon collection fibers.
We would like to note that previous efforts to theoretically describe the read-
write process using the Maxwell-Bloch formalism use one dimensional description of
the atomic density and electric field propagation [122]. Such a description works
well only when we assume that the write beam waist is much broader than the beam
waist of the emitted photon. Recent experiments [110] use beam parameters which are
marginally close to not being described by this theoretical treatment. The transverse
mode profile of the electric fields play an important role for understanding IRE.
As we shall show in our results, IRE is sensitive to the ratio of the beam waists
between the write and signal/idler photon beams. It is also important to note that
the Maxwell-Bloch approach doesn’t describe the electric field that gets scattered
from the atoms. This scattered field is what we are interested in when calculating
IRE as the desired spatio-temporal mode of the emitted photon continuously changes
to the other scattered modes which contribute to noise. One of the ways of improving
the IRE is by increasing the optical depth. This can be achieved by taking longer
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atomic samples in the direction of light propagation without increasing the overall
atomic density. For longer geometries of atomic samples it becomes essential to look
at the variation of the transverse profile of the light beams due to diffraction.
A three-dimensional formalism for calculating the field modes of light scattered
from an ensemble of hot atomic gas was presented in Ref. [47]. In this calculation, the
atomic positions were averaged over the duration of interaction with light to get the
emitted photon mode profile. This averaging significantly simplifies the calculations to
get the mode profile of the photon correlated with the symmetric collective spin wave
state. Since we are interested in describing cold atomic ensembles, such averaging
over positions cannot be done. One of the interesting results from this calculation
in Ref. [47] suggested that atomic density fluctuations give rise to intrinsic mode
mismatching errors. We find that atomic density fluctuations have a significant role
to play when determining IRE.
3.2 Read and write process of an atomic quantum memory
Consider an atomic ensemble with Na atoms each having a Λ level structure as
shown in Fig. 3.4. They have two meta-stable ground levels, |g〉 and |s〉 with long
lifetimes and an excited level |e〉. All atoms are initially prepared in the ground
state |g〉. The atoms in the ensemble are acted upon with a weak off-resonant laser
pulse, the write-beam, on the |g〉-|e〉 transition. With some small probability a sin-
gle photon, called the signal photon, corresponding to |e〉-|s〉 transition gets emitted
spontaneously. The two-photon Raman scattering process thus results in the tran-
sition of one atom from |g〉 to |s〉 level. After interacting with the write beam, the
quantum state of the atomic ensemble and the emitted signal photon is expressed as:
|Ψ〉W =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Na∑
j=1
Cj(k)|s〉j|k〉ph (3.1)
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Figure 3.4: Atomic level diagram for the DLCZ protocol: Every atom in the atomic
ensemble is considered to have a three level Λ structure. Levels |g〉 and |s〉 are
two metastable states separated by frequency equal to ωsg, with forbidden dipole
transition between them. Level |e〉 is an excited state. At t = 0 all atoms are in the
ground state |g〉. In the write process, the atomic ensemble is excited with a classical
write-pulse that is detuned from the |g〉-|e〉 transition by a frequency ∆. With the
emission and detection of a signal photon on the |e〉-|s〉 transition the write process is
complete with one atom excited to the |s〉 level. In the read process, the ensemble is
excited with a strong on resonance read-pulse for |s〉-|e〉 transition. The emission and
detection of a highly directed idler photon from |e〉-|g〉 concludes the read process.
where:
|s〉j ← |g〉1|g〉2...|s〉j...|g〉Na (3.2)
and Cj(k) is the photon wave function given an atomic excitation for atom j . Sum
over j adds contribution of all the atoms of the sample and the integration over k for
all the wave-vectors.
Information about which atom in the ensemble emitted the photon is lost for a
far field detection of the photon. Detection of the signal photon can be expressed as
the overlap of the above state in Eq. (3.1) with a transverse Gaussian electric field
mode coupled to the single mode optical fiber. The resulting quantum state after this
overlap is the obtained coherent collective spin-wave state of the form:
|Ψa〉W =
Na∑
j=1
C˜je
i(kW−kS)·rj |s〉j (3.3)
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where kW and kS are the wavevectors associated with the write-beam and the emitted
signal photon respectively and rj is the position vector for j
th atom. The complex co-
efficients C˜j come from the overlap between Cj(k) and the Gaussian profile, and they
depend on the laser intensity at the jth atomic position. This state after appropriate
normalization gives the initial condition of the atomic ensemble for the read process.
With the detection of the signal photon, write process is complete and information is
now stored in the coherent atomic spin-wave.
Now, the read-process. After a certain time Tm, the storage time, a strong classical
laser pulse (read pulse) resonant with the |e〉-|s〉 transition is made to interact with
the atomic ensemble such that any atom in the |s〉 state gets excited to the |e〉 state.
The atom in |e〉 state emits an idler photon to relax back to the |g〉 state. After the
interaction of the ensemble with the read pulse, the resulting atom-photon quantum
state can be described as:
|Ψ〉R =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Na∑
j=1
Dj(k)|k〉|g〉⊗Na (3.4)
where we define |g〉⊗Na = |g〉1|g〉2...|g〉Na . We can again represent detection of the
emitted idler photon as an overlap of the emitted photon state with a transverse
Gaussian field. Squared norm of this overlap would correspond to the desired IRE.
The atomic quantum state after taking this overlap is proportional to:
|Ψa〉R ∝
Na∑
j=1
D˜je
i(kW−kS)·rjei(kR−kI)·r
′
j |g〉⊗Na (3.5)
where kR and kI are the wave-vectors corresponding to the read beam and the emit-
ted idler photon respectively. The position of the jth atom after the storage time Tm
is given by r′j. Because of finite temperatures of the atomic sample, rj is generally
different from r′j. For the calculations henceforth, we assume that the atomic ensem-
ble is a cold-atom sample having a temperature of about 30µK obtained by cooling
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a MOT sample further via Polarization Gradient Cooling technique. The coefficients
D˜j again arise from overlaping Dj(k) with the Gaussian mode, depending on the
atomic positions rj as well as r
′
j and properties specific to the atom-light interaction
like polarization, dipole moment and beam parameters. Eq. (3.5) tells us that the
amplitude of emission for the idler photon in the kI direction is determined by in-
terference between all the atoms of the ensemble scaled by factors D˜j. Because of
constructive interference between all atom contributions, the idler photon is emitted
in a well specified direction based on the phase matching condition.
(kW − kS) · rj + (kR − kI) · r′j = 0 (3.6)
As we shall see in the forth coming sections, the intrinsic retrieval efficiency is
acutely affected by the interference condition. As discussed in Ref. [114], completely
constructive interference is possible only when the atoms don’t move within the stor-
age time (kW+kR = kS+kI) or when the beams are co-linear (kW = kS, kR = kI). In
experiments with cold atomic gases, both these conditions are seldom implementable.
Because of position dependent weights associated with the angular profile of the light
and atomic spin-wave and non-zero energy difference between the two ground levels,
unit IRE cannot be achieved.
With the basic idea of the read-write protocol and importance of retrieval efficiency
in mind, let us now look at the full derivation of the mathematical expression of
retrieval efficiency with a complete 3-D analysis.
3.3 Theoretical formulation of the intrinsic retrieval efficiency
We will now formulate the interaction between light and the atomic ensemble
which acts as a temporary storage for quantum entanglement and derive the expres-
sion for IRE.
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3.3.1 The Write Process
For the atomic level structure given in Fig. 3.4, in the write process, the atomic
ensemble is excited by a weak and short off-resonant Raman pulse (the write pulse)
coupled to the |g〉-|e〉 transition. We treat this interaction semi-classically, by taking
classical light pulse interacting with a quantum atomic system. The electric field
associated with the write pulse is given as:
Ew(r, t) =
1
2
[
ˆwEw(r, t)ei(k
w·r−ωwt) + c.c.
]
(3.7)
where ωw = kwc is the carrier frequency of the write pulse and |kw| = kw. Also ˆw is
the unit direction of the field. It is assumed to be a square pulse of width Tw time
units.
The spontaneously emitted photon corresponding to the |e〉-|s〉 transition is treated
quantum mechanically. The electric field associated with the emitted signal photon
is described by the sum of all the free field modes:
Eˆ(r) =
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
ˆk,τf(k)e
ik·rak,τ + h.c.
]
(3.8)
In the above expression, k stands for the wavevector of the emitted photon and τ for
one of the two independent polarization directions given a wavevector. The operators
ak,τ and its Hermitian conjugate a
†
k,τ are the annihilation and creation operators
for the given wavevector k and polarization τ . The dispersion relation is given as
ωk = |k|c. Also for free space normal modes, the expression for the mode function
f(k) is:
f(k) = i
√
~ωk
2ε0
(3.9)
where ε0 is the free space permittivity. Throughout this chapter we set ~ = 1 for
simplicity.
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We assume that there is no atom-atom interaction in the system. The atom-field
interaction Hamiltonian taken here is the dipole interaction with minimal coupling.
Under the rotating wave approximation (RWA) we get the following Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (3.10). Note that spontaneous emission from the state |e〉 to |g〉 is
ignored as it is not important for our purpose. Taking the energy of the |g〉 state, ωg,
to be our 0 reference, the write Hamiltonian is then:
Hw =
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωka
†
k,τak,τ +
Na∑
j=1
(ωegσ
j
ee + ωsgσ
j
ss)
+
Na∑
j=1
[
Ωweg,je
i(kw·rj−ωwt)σjeg +
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ges,τ (k)e
ik·rjσjesak,τ + h.c.
]
(3.10)
where:
ωab = ωa − ωb (3.11)
σjµν = |µ〉j〈ν| (3.12)
Ωweg,j =
1
2
e〈e|rˆ|g〉 · ˆwEw(rj, t) (3.13)
ges,τ (k) = e〈e|rˆ|s〉 · ˆk,τf(k) (3.14)
We can transform the Hamiltonian into the field interaction picture using the following
unitary transformation:
U = exp
[
− i
Na∑
j=1
(ωwσjee + ωsgσ
j
ss)t− i
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωka
†
k,τak,τ t
]
(3.15)
With this unitary transformation the interaction Hamiltonian is given as:
Hnew = U
†HoldU + i(∂tU †)U (3.16)
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On solving the expression for Hnew we get:
Hwnew =
Na∑
j=1
∆wσjee +
Na∑
j=1
[
Ωweg,je
ikw·rjσjeg
+
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ges,τ (k)e
ik·rj−i(ωk−ωw+ωsg)tσjesak,τ + h.c.
]
(3.17)
where we have defined ∆w = ωeg − ωw as the detuning of the write pulse from the
|e〉-|g〉 transition. We can reduce the three level problem to a two level problem
by adiabatic elimination of the excited level |e〉. This approximation is valid if the
natural width Γ of the excited level and frequency spread of the write pulse around
ωw are significantly smaller compared to the detuning ∆w. Adiabatic elimination of
a highly detuned atomic level is a standard technique used in quantum optics and
details can be found in these references [24–26].
The Hamiltonian after the adiabatic elimination thus obtained after ignoring the
Stark shifts in level |s〉 due to spontaneous emission is given by:
Hwnew = −
Na∑
j=1
|Ωweg,j|2
∆w
σjgg −
Na∑
j=1,τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
×
[
Ωweg,jg
∗
es,τ (k)
∆w
e−i(∆k·rj−∆ωt)σjsga
†
k,τ + h.c.
]
(3.18)
where:
∆k = k− kw (3.19)
∆ω = ωk − (ωw − ωsg) (3.20)
We can ignore the Stark shift in level |s〉 as it is much smaller than the other terms.
The Stark energy shift is proportional to the intensity of the spontaneous emission
field which is much weaker than the classical pumping field [47]. Let us perform an-
other unitary transformation, rotating the vector |g〉 such that the resulting Hamilto-
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nian depends only on the lowering and raising atomic operators. The corresponding
unitary transformation is:
U = exp
[
i
Tw∫
0
Na∑
j=1
|Ωweg,j|2
∆w
σjggdt
′
]
(3.21)
The resulting transformed Hamiltonian is then:
Hwnew = −
Na∑
j=1,τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
Ωweg,jg
∗
es,τ (k)
∆w
e−i(∆k·rj−∆ωt)
×ei
∫ Tw
0
|Ωweg,j |2
∆w
dtσjsga
†
k,τ + h.c.
]
(3.22)
In the following calculations, we ignore the phase accumulated due to the Stark shift
in |g〉 as it is small in comparison with the other phases accumulated in the duration
Tw.
Let us start with the write Hamiltonian and derive the state of the system under
the single photon excitation limit. We consider only single photon excitation as the
write laser pulse is weak and off-resonant.
Hwnew =
Na∑
j=1,τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
[
Cwj,τ (k, t)σ
j
gsak,τ + h.c.
]
(3.23)
We have defined:
Cwj,τ (k, t) = −
Ωw∗eg,jges,τ (k)
∆w
ei(∆k·rj−∆ωt) (3.24)
Consider the write pulse to be a square pulse with a Gaussian transverse profile
travelling in the +z direction whose electric field magnitude is given as:
Ew(r, t) = Qw(r)V w(t) (3.25)
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with:
Qw(r) =
Ew0√
1 + z
2
z2w
e
− x2+y2
W2w
(
1+ z
2
z2w
)
ei
[
kw(x2+y2)
2Rw(z)
−ψw(z)
]
(3.26)
V w(t) = Θ(t)Θ(Tw − t) (3.27)
where:
zw =
kwW 2w
2
(3.28)
Rw(z) = z
(
1 +
z2w
z2
)
(3.29)
ψw(z) = tan
−1 z
zw
(3.30)
In the above expression, Ew0 is the peak value of electric field at the center of the
Gaussian profile, Ww is the beam waist. According to the usual convention of defining
Gaussian beam we have, zw as the Rayleigh length, Rw(z) as the radius of curvature
of the beam wave-front at the position z and ψw(z) is the associated Gouy phase.
Also in Eq. (3.25), we have taken the liberty of expressing the electric field mag-
nitude as a product of the spatial part and temporal part since the time taken for the
propagation of a single wave-front from one end of the atomic sample to the other end
is very small compared to the total time duration of the Gaussian square pulse and
Twω
w  1. For a few recent experiments where the widths of the control pulses and
the single photon optics is comparable, it becomes necessary to consider the phases
introduced due to the transverse profile of these paraxial pulses [110].
A single photon excited state for the write Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (3.23) is
given as:
|φ〉w =
[
1− i
Tw∫
0
dt Hw(t)
]
|vac〉 (3.31)
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where:
|vac〉 = |g〉⊗Na|0〉ph = |g〉1|g〉2...|g〉N |0〉ph (3.32)
The state |0〉ph stands for the absence of any photons in the system.
On substituting the expression for the Hamiltonian we get:
|φ〉w = |vac〉+ e
2〈e|r|g〉 · ˆw
16pi3∆w
1√
2ε0
Na∑
j=1,τ
Qw(rj)
×
∫
d3k 〈s|r|e〉 · ˆ∗k,τ
√
ωke
i(kw zˆ−k)·rj
×
Tw∫
0
dt ei(ωk−ω
w+ωsg)t Θ(Tw − t)Θ(t)|s〉ja†k,τ |0〉ph
(3.33)
= |vac〉+ e
2Tw〈e|r|g〉 · ˆw
16pi3∆w
1√
2ε0
Na∑
j=1,τ
Qw(rj)
×
∫
d3k〈s|r|e〉 · ˆ∗kτ
√
ωke
i(kw zˆ−k)·rjei(ωk−ω
w+ωsg)
Tw
2
×sinc
[
(ωk − ωw + ωsg)Tw
2
]
|s〉ja†k,τ |0〉ph (3.34)
Under the assumption that the single photon detectors used for the detection of
the emitted signal photon are ideal, we can ignore the vacuum component. In the
Schrodinger picture, the above expression can then be understood as:
|φ〉w =
∑
τ
∫
d3k fˆw(k, θk, φk, τ)e
−iωkta†k,τ |0〉ph (3.35)
where:
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fˆw(k, θk, φk, τ) =
|e|2Tw〈e|r|g〉 · ˆw
16pi3∆w
√
ωk
2ε0
Na∑
j=1
Qw(rj)
×〈s|r|e〉 · ˆ∗kτei(k
w zˆ−k)·rjei(ωk−ω
w+ωsg)
Tw
2
×sinc
[
(ωk − ωw + ωsg)Tw
2
]
e−iωsgt|s〉j
(3.36)
In the above equation, we do not consider the phase factors coming from unitary
transformation in Eq. (3.21) as they do not influence the final expression for IRE .
We can now trace over the ωk component because the single photon detector is not
sensitive to this value. The trace of |φ〉ww〈φ| over ωk diverges for the integration
limits going from 0 to ∞, but we can restrict the integration from 0 to a finite value
of frequency based on the validity of the dipole approximation. For such a situation
the dominant contribution comes from a small window around ωk = ω
w − ωsg. The
remaining angular profile of Eq. (3.36) becomes:
fˆw(θk, φk, τ) ∝
∑
j
Qw(rj)〈s|r|e〉 · ˆ∗kˆ,τei(k
w zˆ−kskˆ)·rj−iωsgt|s〉j (3.37)
where kˆ is the unit wave-vector and
cks = ωw − ωsg (3.38)
Experimentally, we couple the emitted photon into a single mode optical fiber which
in turn couples to the single photon detector. The polarization of the emitted photon
is filtered before it is coupled to the optical fiber. The transverse mode associated
with the optical fiber is considered to be a Gaussian mode propagating in the +zˆ
direction. The emitted signal photon mode function will be mostly confined in a
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small angular region around the direction +zˆ, overlapping with the paraxial optical
fiber mode profile. Thus, we can assume ˆ∗
kˆ,τ
= ˆ∗zˆ,τ which can now be taken out of the
integration. This approximation is valid since ˆ∗
kˆ,τ
varies slowly over the solid angle
around zˆ direction when compared to the rapidly varying phase factor e−ik
skˆ·rj with
changing kˆ. Also, the polarization, τ , is fixed by the polarization filters. Thus, we
have:
fˆw(θk, φk) ∝
∑
j
Qw(rj)e
i(kw zˆ−kskˆ)·rje−iωsgt|s〉j (3.39)
= Nf
Na∑
j=1
Qw(rj)e
i(kw zˆ−kskˆ)·rje−iωsgt|s〉j (3.40)
where Nf is the normalization constant for the angular mode function.
The angular mode function of the field associated with the optical fiber can be
approximated by a Gaussian mode given below:
gw(θk, φk) = N
w
g e
− 1
4
(ksWs sin θk)
2
(3.41)
with Nwg as the normalization factor.
On taking the overlap between Eq. (3.40) and Eq. (3.41) in the forward direction
we get the spin-wave state |φ〉sw as:
|φ〉sw =
2pi∫
0
dφk
pi
2∫
0
dθk sin θkfˆ
w(θk, φk)g
w∗(θk, φk) (3.42)
= N sw
Na∑
j=1
Qw(rj)e
ikwzj
pi
2∫
0
dθk sin θke
−ikszj cos θk
J0(k
s|rj⊥| sin θk)e− 14 (ksWs sin θk)2e−iωsgt|s〉j (3.43)
where |rj⊥| =
√
x2j + y
2
j and N
sw = Nf ∗Nwg .
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For experimental parameters of interest, ksWs  1. Thus, only a very small
interval of values of θk above 0 contributes to the integration, suggesting that we
can make the paraxial approximation. Taking the upper limit of integration to ∞,
cos θk ≈ 1− θ2k/2 and sin θk ≈ θk we get:
|φ〉sw = N sw
Na∑
j=1
Qw(rj)e
i(kw−ks)zj
∞∫
0
dθkθk
×J0(ks|rj⊥|θk)e−θ2k[ 14 (Wsks)2− i2kszj ]e−iωsgt|s〉j
(3.44)
= N sw
Na∑
j=1
Qw(rj)
ei(k
w−ks)zj
zsks
√
1 +
z2j
z2s
e
− x
2
j+y
2
j
W2s
(
1+
z2
j
z2s
)
×e
−i
[
ks(x2j+y
2
j )
2Rs(zj)
−ψs(zj)
]
e−iωsgt|s〉j (3.45)
where:
zs =
ksW 2s
2
(3.46)
Rs(zj) = zj
(
1 +
z2s
z2j
)
(3.47)
ψs(zj) = tan
−1 zj
zs
(3.48)
The normalization N sw need not be determined as it corresponds to the success rate
of the write process and does not affect the desired IRE. We now proceed to the read
process, where the spin-wave state is read out and a idler (read) photon is emitted
after a memory storage time interval Tm.
3.3.2 The Read Process
Let us begin by formulating the read Hamiltonian in a way similar to the write
Hamiltonian. In the read process, a short but strong classical laser pulse on resonance
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with the |s〉-|e〉 transition is made to interact with the atomic ensemble. The photon
emitted from the |e〉-|g〉 transition is collected after polarization filtering. Interac-
tion for the |s〉-|e〉 transition is treated semi-classically and the spontaneous photon
emission from |e〉-|g〉 transition is treated quantum mechanically. Assuming dipolar
light-matter interactions and the RWA, we can write the read Hamiltonian as:
Hr =
Na∑
j=1
(ωegσ
j
ee + ωsgσ
j
ss) +
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωka
†
k,τak,τ
+
Na∑
j=1
[
Ωres,je
i(kr·r′j−ωrt)σjes +
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
geg,τ (k)e
ik·r′jσjegakτ + h.c.
]
(3.49)
Definitions of Ωres,j and geg,τ are analogous to the definitions in Eqs. (3.13-3.14). The
atomic positions may have changed during Tm, and are denoted by r
′.
Using the resonance condition for the |s〉-|e〉 transition, the read Hamiltonian in
the field interaction picture after the application of the unitary U
U = exp
[
− i
Na∑
j=1
(ωrσjee + ωsgσ
j
ss)t− i
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωka
†
k,τak,τ t
]
(3.50)
is given as:
Hrnew =
Na∑
j=1
ωsgσ
j
ee +
Na∑
j=1
[
Ωres,je
i(kr·r′j−ωsgt)σjes
+
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
geg,τ (k)e
ik·rj−i(ωk−ωr)tσjegak,τ + h.c.
]
(3.51)
We consider the classical read-out pulse to be a square pulse propagating in −z
direction with a Gaussian transverse profile and its magnitude given as:
Er(r) = Qr(r)V r(t) (3.52)
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With:
Qr(r) =
Er0√
1 + z
2
z2r
e
− r
2
⊥
W2r
(
1+ z
2
z2r
)
e−i
[
krr2⊥
2Rr(z)
−ψr(z)
]
(3.53)
zr =
krW 2r
2
(3.54)
Rr(z) = z
(
1 +
z2r
z2
)
(3.55)
ψr(z) = tan
−1 z
zr
(3.56)
V r(t) = Θ(t− Tp)Θ(Tp + Tr − t) (3.57)
Here, Tp = Tm + Tw is the duration after which the read pulse is sent measured
from the beginning of the write pulse and Tr is the duration of the read pulse.
Let us consider a general state which satisfies the Schrodinger’s equation as follows:
|φ(t)〉r =
Na∑
j=1
[
Aj(t)e
−iωsgt|s〉j|0〉ph +Bj(t)e−iωrt|e〉j|0〉ph
]
+
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Cτ (k, t)e
−iωkt|g〉⊗Na†k,τ |0〉ph (3.58)
In the above equation, state |e〉j is defined similar to state |s〉j as Eq. (3.2). The
initial condition for our system is given by Eq. (3.45).
Evaluating the Schrodinger’s equation with the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (3.51)
and the state in Eq. (3.58) we get:
i
d|φ(t)〉r
dt
= Hr|φ(t)〉r (3.59)
iA˙j(t) = Ω
∗r
es,j(t)e
−i(kr·r′j−ωsgt)Bj(t) (3.60)
iB˙j(t) = ωsgBj(t) + Ω
r
es,j(t)e
i(kr·r′j−ωsgt)Aj(t)
+
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
geg,τ (k)e
i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t]Cτ (k, t) (3.61)
iC˙τ (k, t) =
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)e
−i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t]Bj(t) (3.62)
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For simplicity, let us assume the dipole moment associated with the Rabi frequency
Ωres,j(t) to be real. This does not change the final result which only depends on the
modulus of this Rabi frequency. With the definition
Aj(t) = e
iωsgte−ik
r·r′je
i
[
krr2⊥j
2Rr(zj)
−ψr(zj)
]
αj(t) (3.63)
and the mathematical details provided in Appendix B we can simplify the Eqs. (3.60-
3.62) to get:
˙˜αj(t) = −iΩres,j(t)B˜j(t) (3.64)
˙˜Bj(t) = −iΩres,j(t)α˜j(t)− γegB˜j(t) (3.65)
where γeg = Γeg/2 and Γeg is the spontaneous emission rate from |e〉 to |g〉.
For the electric field given in Eq. (3.52), Ωres,j is non-zero only when Tp ≤ t ≤
Tp + Tr. For t > Tp + Tr:
˙˜αj(t) = 0 (3.66)
˙˜Bj(t) = −γegB˜j(t) (3.67)
Thus, for t > Tp + Tr:
α˜j(t) = α˜j(Tp + Tr) (3.68)
B˜j(t) = B˜j(Tp + Tr) e
−γeg(t−Tp−Tr) (3.69)
Now let us evaluate the solution to Eqs. (3.64, 3.65) for Tp ≤ t ≤ Tp + Tr. This set
of two first order differential equations can be combined into a single second order
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differential equation given as:
¨˜Bj(t) = −(Ωres,j)2B˜j(t)− γeg ˙˜Bj(t) (3.70)
Define Ω˜es,j ≡
√
(Ωres,j)
2 − γ2eg
4
. The solution to the Eq. (3.70) is:
B˜j(t) = C1e
(− γeg
2
−iΩ˜es,j)t + C2e(−
γeg
2
+iΩ˜es,j)t (3.71)
Using the initial conditions at t = Tp we get:
C1 =
Ωres,j
2Ω˜es,j
αj(TP )e
(
γeg
2
+iΩ˜es,j+iωsg)Tp (3.72)
C2 = −
Ωres,j
2Ω˜es,j
αj(TP )e
(
γeg
2
−iΩ˜es,j+iωsg)Tp (3.73)
Evaluating Cτ (k, t) using Eqs. (3.72, 3.73, B.4 and B.7) with the definition
∆rk ≡ (ωk − ωr − ωsg) we get:
Cτ (k, t) = −
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)
Ωres,j
Ω˜es,j
αj(Tp)e
(
γeg
2
+iωsg)Tpe−ik·r
′
j
t∫
Tp
dt′ei(ωk−ω
r−ωsg)t′− γeg2 t′
× sin[Ω˜es,j(t′ − Tp)] (3.74)
= −
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)Ω
r
es,jαj(Tp)e
i(ωk−ωr)Tpe−ik·r
′
j
×
e(−
γeg
2
+i∆rk)(t−Tp)
{
cos[Ω˜es,j(t− Tp)]− i∆
r
k−γeg/2
Ω˜es,j
sin[Ω˜es,j(t− Tp)]
}
− 1
(∆rk − Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )(∆rk + Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )
(3.75)
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At t = Tp + Tr we get:
Cτ (k, Tp + Tr) = −
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)Ω
r
es,jαj(Tp)e
i(ωk−ωr)Tpe−ik·r
′
j
×
e(−
γeg
2
+i∆rk)Tr
[
cos(Ω˜es,jTr)− i∆
r
k−γeg/2
Ω˜es,j
sin(Ω˜es,jTr)
]
− 1
(∆rk − Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )(∆rk + Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )
(3.76)
We can now find the explicit expression for Cτ (k, t) when t > Tp + Tr:
Cτ (k, t) = Cτ (k, Tp + Tr)− i
∑
j
t∫
Tp+Tr
dt′g∗eg,τ (k)e
−i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t′]Bj(t′) (3.77)
After evaluating the integral we get:
Cτ (k, t) = Cτ (k, Tp + Tr)−
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)
Ωres,j
Ω˜es,j
αj(Tp)e
−( γeg
2
+iωsg)Tr sin(Ω˜es,jTr)e
−ik·r′j
×eiωsg(Tp+Tr)eγeg(Tp+Tr) e
(i∆rk−γeg)t − e(i∆rk−γeg)(Tp+Tr)
i∆rk − γeg
(3.78)
We then substitute the value of Cτ (k, Tp + Tr) and simplify the equation.
Cτ (k, t) = −
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)Ω
r
es,jαj(Tp)e
−ik·r′j
{
ei∆
r
k(Tp+Tr)eiωsgTpe−
γeg
2
Tr
×
[
cos(Ω˜es,jTr)− i∆
r
k−γeg/2
Ω˜es,j
sin(Ω˜es,jTr)
(∆rk − Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )(∆rk + Ω˜es,j + iγeg2 )
+
sin(Ω˜es,jTr)
Ω˜es,j
e(i∆
r
k−γeg)(t−Tp−Tr) − 1
i∆rk − γeg
]
− e
i(∆rk+ωsg)Tp
(∆rk + i
γeg
2
− Ω˜es,j)(∆rk + iγeg2 + Ω˜es,j)
}
(3.79)
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Substituting αj(Tp) back using Eq. (3.63) and defining:
φr(r′j) =
krr
′2
⊥j
2Rr(z′j)
− ψr(z′j) (3.80)
we get:
Cτ (k, t) = −
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)Ω
r
es,jAj(Tp)e
ikr·r′je−iφ
r(r′j)e−ik·r
′
jζ(ωk, r
′
j, t)
(3.81)
where:
ζ(ωk, r
′
j, t) = e
i∆rk(Tp+Tr)e−
γeg
2
Tr
×
[
cos(Ω˜es,jTr)− i∆
r
k−
γeg
2
Ω˜es,j
sin(Ω˜es,jTr)
(∆rk)
2 − (Ωres,j)2 + iγeg∆rk
+
sin(Ω˜es,jTr)
Ω˜es,j
e(i∆
r
k−γeg)(t−Tp−Tr) − 1
i∆rk − γeg
]
− e
i∆rkTp
(∆rk)
2 − (Ωres,j)2 + iγeg∆rk
(3.82)
At this point another simplification can be made by taking the experimental condi-
tions into consideration. The read-out pulse generally has a very broad waist size
compared to the write pulse i.e. Wr  Ww, so that the stored spin-wave can be fully
read out. In this case, we can assume that the Gaussian read-out pulse is spatially
broad enough to neglect the dependence of Ωres,j on atomic positions. Similarly, we
can neglect the phase contributions φr(r′j). Also, we assume that Ω
r
es >
γeg
2
.
The last term of Eq. (3.82) is the only term that doesn’t have the decay contri-
butions from the excited level. From the experimental perspective, we can choose
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γegTr  1, thus we can neglect the first two terms:
ζ(ωk, r
′
j, t) ≈ −
ei∆
r
kTp
(∆rk)
2 − (Ωres)2 + iγeg∆rk
(3.83)
Incorporating these approximations we have:
Cτ (k, t) = Ω
r
es
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)Aj(Tp)e
ikr·r′je−ik·r
′
j
× e
i∆rkTp
(∆rk)
2 − (Ωres)2 + iγeg∆rk
(3.84)
After sufficiently long time interval only the Cτ (k, t) co-efficient survives. Thus, the
final state after the action of the read Hamiltonian can be written as:
|Φ〉r =
∑
τ
1
8pi3
∫
d3kCτ (k, t)e
−iωkt|g〉⊗Naa†kτ |0〉ph (3.85)
We see that the mode function in Eq. (3.85) peaks for a small range of values of ωk.
We can take the frequency at which the photon gets emitted by setting ∆rk±Ωres = 0.
Since ωr  Ωres, taking ∆rk = 0 is a good approximation. Then by tracing over the
frequency part we can now write the angular part of the emitted photon as:
fˆ r(θk, φk, τ) =
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (θk, φk)Aj(Tp)e
ikr·r′je−ik
ikˆ·r′j ω
r + ωsg√
8pi2γegc3
|g〉⊗Na (3.86)
where:
cki = ωr + ωsg (3.87)
Using arguments similar to those used in the write part we assume g∗ge,τ (θk, φk) varies
slowly for the relevant values of θk, φk around θk = pi. Thus, fixing the wave-vector
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direction to be −zˆ, as was done for the write process, we can find the overlap between
the angular profile of the emitted photon and the optical fiber used to collect it. The
polarization also gets fixed by the polarization filter before coupling into the optical
fiber. We can also ignore the phase factors associated with time evolution as the final
IRE expression is independent of it. Note that Eq. (3.86) has the same normalization
as Aj(Tp):
∫
dΩk|fˆ r(θk, φk)|2 =
∑
j
|Aj(Tp)|2 (3.88)
Here we calculate the normalization factor only for the completeness of the formula. In
the numerical simulation it is much easier to directly sample the angular dependence
and then normalize the function, because geg,τ is taken as constant. See Sec. 3.4 for
more details. Let the angular profile of the electric field associated with the optical
fiber be given as:
gr(θk, φk) = N
r
g e
− 1
4
(kiWi sin θk)
2
(3.89)
In the calculation of the overlap we again use the paraxial approximation due to
the fact that kiWi  1. The normalization factor NRg under this approximation is
given as N rg = k
iWi/
√
2. Taking the overlap of the emitted photon profile with the
Gaussian collection mode then gives the final atomic state:
|φ〉fs =
2pi∫
0
dφk
pi∫
pi
2
dθk sin θkfˆ
r(θk, φk)g
r∗(θk, φk) (3.90)
=
ωr + ωsg√
8pi2γegc3
Wik
i
√
2
Na∑
j=1
Aj(Tp)e
−ikrz′j
pi
2∫
0
dθk sin θk
×eikiz′j cos θkJ0(ki|r′j⊥| sin θk)e−
1
4
(kiWi sin θk)
2|g〉⊗Na (3.91)
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|φ〉fs = (ω
r + ωsg)√
8pi2γegc3
Wik
i
√
2
Na∑
j=1
Aj(Tp)e
−ikrz′j e
ikiz′j√
1 +
z
′2
j
z2i
×e
− x
′2
j +y
′2
j
W2
i
(
1+
z
′2
j
z2
i
)
e
i
[
ki(x
′2
j +y
′2
j )
2Ri(z
′
j
)
−ψi(z′j)
]
|g〉⊗Na (3.92)
≡
∑
j
Λ(rj, r
′
j)|g〉⊗Na (3.93)
where:
zi =
kiW 2i
2
(3.94)
Ri(z
′
j) = z
′
j
(
1 +
z2i
z
′2
j
)
(3.95)
ψi(z
′
j) = tan
−1 z
′
j
zi
(3.96)
Any subscript or superscript ‘i’ in the above equations stands for the idler photon.
3.3.3 Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency: The Expression
In this section, we will describe and discuss the final expression obtained for the
Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency η. The IRE, η, is given by the modulus squared of the
above overlap defined in Eq. (3.93).
η =
∣∣∑
j Λ(rj, r
′
j)
∣∣2∑
j |Aj(Tp)|2
(3.97)
In the above equation, we make sure that the initial state of the atomic ensemble
at the beginning of the read process is normalized. As stated before, we evaluate
this normalization factor numerically for our calculations. For an explicit expression
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of Λ(rj, r
′
j), we substitute Aj(Tp) from Eq. (3.45), with its normalization factors
neglected:
Λ(rj, r
′
j) =
ωr + ωsg√
8pi2γegc3
Wik
i
√
2
e−ik
rz′j
eik
iz′j√
1 +
z
′2
j
z2i
e−ik
szj√
1 +
z2j
z2s
eik
wzj√
1 +
z2j
z2w
e
− x
2
j+y
2
j
W2w
(
1+
z2
j
z2w
)
e
− x
2
j+y
2
j
W2s
(
1+
z2
j
z2s
)
×e
− x
′2
j +y
′2
j
W2
I
(
1+
z
′2
j
z2
i
)
e
i
[
kw(x2j+y
2
j )
2Rw(zj)
−ψw(zj)
]
e
−i
[
ks(x2j+y
2
j )
2Rs(zj)
−ψs(zj)
]
e
i
[
ki(x
′2
j +y
′2
j )
2Ri(z
′
j
)
−ψi(z′j)
]
(3.98)
As seen from Eq. (3.98), the coefficient of the the ground state is a result of
weighted interference effects between all the atoms in the ensemble. The overall effect
is equivalent to the overlap of three Gaussian beams with different beam parameters
along with the phase contribution of the read beam in the z direction. Note that the
Gaussian structure of the read beam does not show up in Eq. (3.98) because of the
assumption that the read beam waist is much larger than that of the write beam made
below Eq. (3.82). Incidentally, the phase-matching condition cannot be perfectly
satisfied even if atoms are stationary as well as for colinear beams. Substituting the
values of ks and ki from Eq. (3.38) and Eq. (3.87) respectively into Eq. (3.98), we
see that there is always a non-zero phase contribution along the z axis due to ωsg.
More precisely, the coherent atomic spin wave has a wavelength of about 2pic/(2ωsg)
in the z direction. For 87Rb the hyper-fine splitting |ωsg| = 2pi × 6.8 GHz, which
means 2pic/(2ωsg) ≈ 22mm. Nevertheless, most experiments never use atomic samples
having sizes lager than a few mm, so this effect will be small. The Gaussian transverse
structure is another contributor that prevents the IRE from being unity.
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3.4 Numerical Analysis of intrinsic retrieval efficiency
Let us now use the above framework to look at IRE calculated from a numeri-
cal simulation of an atomic sample that mimics the write-read process for realistic
experimental setup to gain further insight.
3.4.1 Incorporating Experimental Setup
To avoid the noise associated with detection of the classical write and read pulses
instead of emitted signal and idler photons, a skewed beam configuration of the write
and read beams is implemented experimentally as is shown in Fig. 3.5 [72, 110, 114,
118, 121]. The write and read laser pulses aligned along the same axis are rotated by
a small angle Θ with respect to the alignment axis of the signal and idler collection
ports. This can be easily incorporated into our expression of η. Assume that the
expressions for the write and read pulse electric field in Eq. (3.26) and Eq. (3.53) is
evaluated in a frame of reference rotated along the x-axis by a skew angle Θ such
that the beams propagate along the z˜-direction of this new frame. The signal and
idler photon beams propagate along the z-axis in the original frame of reference. We
can express the write and read beams in the un-rotated frame of reference by making
the following transformations:
x˜ = x (3.99)
y˜ = y cos Θ− z sin Θ (3.100)
z˜ = y sin Θ + z cos Θ (3.101)
Here the coordinates with tilde denote those in the rotated frame expressed in terms
of the coordinates in the original frame of reference. With this given transformation,
we get the expression for IRE as:
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Figure 3.5: Experimental configuration of the write-read process: (1)The write pro-
cess: The atomic ensemble is first excited with a classical write pulse, and the emitted
signal photon is collected by an optical fiber rotated by an angle Θ with respect to
write pulse axis. The centers of the atomic ensemble and both the beams are aligned.
The write beam is generally broader than the signal photon collection beam. (2) The
read process: After the write process the ensemble is excited with a very broad read
beam which is rotated by an angle Θ with respect to the idler photon collection beam.
Λ(rj, r
′
j) =
(ωr + ωsg)√
8pi2γegc3
Wik
i
√
2
eik
iz′je−ik
szjeik
w(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)e−ik
r(y′j sin Θ+z
′
j cos Θ)√
1 +
z
′2
j
z2i
√
1 +
z2j
z2s
√
1 +
(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)2
z2w
×ei(ψs(zj)−ψi(z′j)−ψw(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)]e
− x
′2
j +y
′2
j
W2
i
(
1+
z
′2
j
z2
i
)
e
− x
2
j+y
2
j
W2s
(
1+
z2
j
z2s
)
×e
− x
2
j+(yj cos Θ−zj sin Θ)2
W2w
[
1+
(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)
2
z2w
]
e
i
{
kw [x2j+(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)
2]
2Rw(yj sin Θ+zj cos Θ)
− k
s(x2j+y
2
j )
2Rs(zj)
+
ki(x
′2
j +y
′2
j )
2Ri(z
′
j
)
}
(3.102)
Throughout the numerical analysis we will assume a Gaussian distribution of atoms
inside a MOT. After the atoms have been cooled by using cyclic cooling and optical
gradient cooling, the atomic sample has a standard deviation of 0.75 mm and the
temperature of the atomic sample is about tens of µK. We get a most probable speed√
2kBT
M
which is about a few cm/s. For Rb atoms with mass M = 87 a.u. at the
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temperature of 30µK, this value is about 7.5 cm/s. For the time duration when the
spin wave is stored in the atomic ensemble, atomic motion causes degradation of
coherence. We introduce this effect in our calculations by assuming ballistic motion
of atoms:
r′j = rj + vjTm (3.103)
where vj are drawn from a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities. Since the
atomic density is not very high, we can ignore collisions.
We have neglected the motion of atoms when the write and read pulses interact
with the atomic ensemble, since they are short enough to assume that the atoms are
stationary for Tp and Tr. The expression for η with the velocities included can be
derived by substituting Eq. (3.103) into Eq. (3.102). From this equation it becomes
clear that the decoherence effect for a non-zero storage time is a direct result of the
atomic motion.
3.4.2 Optical Depth
Let us look at the behaviour of the IRE as a function of the different experimental
parameters obtained from a Monte-Carlo sampling of a Gaussian atomic ensemble
with spherical symmetry. The range of parameters chosen for all the numerical sim-
ulation henceforth have been inspired by experiments reported in Ref. [110]. The
atomic samples generated for the numerical simulations have a peak density of the
order of 1017 atoms/m3. An important quantity that captures the strength of in-
teraction between the atomic ensemble and the light is the Optical Depth (OD) of
the ensemble. For a given Gaussian density profile the optical depth for a sample of
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atoms interacting with Gaussian beams is given by the following expression:
OD =
2
pi
∞∫
−∞
dz
2pic2CGσ0
w20(1 +
z2
z2w
)
∞∫
0
rdrn0e
− r2+z2
2r20 e
− 2r2
w20(1+
z2
z2w
)
(3.104)
where w0 is the Gaussian beam waist at z = 0, σ0 the atomic cross-section, n0 the
peak atomic density and r0 as the standard deviation of the atomic distribution. zw is
the Rayleigh length for the Gaussian beam given as k0w
2
0/2 for wave-number k0. c
2
CG
is the square of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient associated with the particular atomic
transition of interest. We will calculate the optical depth for the interaction with a
resonant write-pulse corresponding to the 795nm D1 line in 87Rb. The cross-section
for this transition is σ0 = 1.082 ∗ 10−9cm−2 [40]. For convenience, we set cCG = 1.
The OD can be scaled with the appropriate value of cCG if necessary.
For all the numerical results presented in Sec. 3.4, we use ∆ = 2pi × 10MHz
and ωsg = −2pi × 6.8GHz for |g〉 = |5S1/2, F = 2〉, |s〉 = |5S1/2, F = 1〉 and |e〉 =
|5P1/2, F ′ = 2〉 as reported in Ref. [110]. The angular wave-function of the idler
photon is calculated by sampling the θk, φk dependent part of Eq. (3.86) (without
the geg,τ term, which is taken to be a constant according to the argument below
Eq. (3.87)) and is normalized numerically. Then we calculate its overlap with the
normalized Gaussian mode of Eq. (3.89) to get the IRE η.
3.4.3 Intrinsic Retrieval Efficiency: Numerical Results
First, we will look at the ideal case of stationary atoms, implying a storage time
Tm = 0. The IRE thus evaluated is independent of storage time. In Fig. 3.6, we
observe that η always remains smaller than unity for the given optical depth OD =
24.7, and different values of skew angle, Θ, as a function of the Width Ratio (WR)
between the write-pulse and the optical fiber mode waists:
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Figure 3.6: Intrinsic retrieval efficiency η as a function of the width ratio WR between
the waist width of the signal (idler) optical fiber mode over that of the write beam
for different values of skew angle.
Figure 3.7: The intrinsic retrieval efficiency as a function of the optical depth for
increasing memory storage times Tm with skew angle fixed to be 0.
WR =
Wi
Ww
=
Ws
Ww
(3.105)
As we can see, η increases with decreasing WR. The reason η cannot reach 1 is that
there is a mismatch between the photon profile and the optical fiber mode. Fig. 3.7
captures the variation of the IRE as a function of the optical depth of the system for
different values of Tm with Θ = 0
o and WR = 35µm/60µm fixed. The OD is adjusted
by changing the atomic density while keeping the beam parameters constant.
Now let us look at the effect of non-zero Tm values for skew angle Θ = 2
o and
WR = 35µm/60µm which correspond to the experimental value of parameters from
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Figure 3.8: The intrinsic retrieval efficiency as a function of optical depth for increas-
ing storage times Tm with skew angle Θ = 2
o
Figure 3.9: Intrinsic retrieval efficiency as a function of memory storage time: At
optical depth = 24.7, intrinsic retrieval efficiency varies as a function of the memory
storage time Tm for skew angle values Θ = (0
o, 1o, 2o)
the Tsinghua setup [110]. Fig. 3.8 shows the variation of the IRE as a function of
OD for different values of Tm at Θ = 2
o. Comparing Fig. 3.7 for Θ = 0o and Fig.
3.8 for Θ = 2o, we see the effect of decoherence due to misalignment between the
write-read and the signal-idler electric fields. The IRE falls from 80% for Tm = 0µs
to 50 % for Tm = 100µs when skew angle is 2
o for OD of 24.7 compared to no
noticeable change in the η value (90%) for Tm increasing from 0 to 100µs when skew
angle is set to 0o. The variation in the IRE for different skew angles and memory
storage times at a fixed OD = 24.7 are shown in Fig. 3.9. We see a rapid decrease
in the IRE for non-zero skew angles as the memory storage time is increased. For a
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retrieval efficiency larger than 80% we can store the atomic spin wave for a maximum
of 50 µs with Θ = 2o which is not sufficient for implementation of DLCZ quantum
repeater protocol efficiently. An important point that must be mentioned here is
that the IRE can be increased by using optical traps for the atomic ensemble which
restrict the atomic motion and hence help reduce atomic motion induced decoherence,
though even after the implementation of such traps, it is still not possible to reach
unit retrieval efficiency. Our current theoretical model can be extended to include
the effects of optical traps by changing the expression for the atomic positions in
Eq. (3.103) appropriately.
3.4.4 The mode profile of the emitted read photon
Let us now focus on the angular mode profile of the emitted idler photon. As
was briefly described in Sec. 1.2.2, because of the collective enhancement due to
the atoms in the ensemble, the idler photon that is emitted is highly directional.
We see the signature of collective enhancement as has been proved in [47] in our
numerical results. The output photon mode that is correlated with the atomic spin
wave has higher fractional contribution along the θk = pi direction which increases as
the number of atoms goes up. The normalized angular mode fˆ r(θk, φk) for the idler
photon obtained for a dense atomic ensemble is shown in Fig. 3.10 for Tm = 0 and
Θ = 0o. This angular profile for an atomic sample with OD = 24.7 and for WR =
35/60 gives about 90% IRE.
The real part of the angular mode profile, in the absence of decoherence effects
due to non-zero Tm and Θ, is plotted in Fig. 3.10a. It clearly shows a pronounced
emission peak near angle θk = pi (shown in the inset) for all azimuthal angles. Apart
from the emission around the θk = pi direction, there are noisy contributions present
along all other directions as well. The idler photon mode profile has contributions
that are prominently from the real part as expected. Without any atomic density
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(a) Re[ fr(θk, φk)] (b) Im[f
r(θk, φk)]
Figure 3.10: The normalized angular mode function, f r(θk, φk), at OD = 24.7, Θ = 0
o,
WR = 35/60 and Tm = 0µs.
fluctuations, that is, replacing the summation over atoms in Eq. (3.86) with a contin-
uous integration, the imaginary part of the mode function would be identically zero.
Thus, imaginary part of the angular profile gives us a scale of fluctuations in all the
directions. These fluctuations are related to the density fluctuations of the atomic
sample. Important feature to note is that the scale of these fluctuations is very small
compared to the scale of the enhanced photon emission to be collected. It is a func-
tion of OD and Θ; with decreasing OD and increasing skew angle, we see the relative
contributions of the fluctuations in all directions go up. There is a limit to increasing
the optical depth by raising the atomic density because the low atomic density as-
sumption would then breakdown and effects of atom-atom interactions mediated by
light will have to be considered [46].
Let us also look at the angular profile for non-zero skew angles and memory storage
times. Specifically, we choose a configuration of parameters that gives around η =
80%, particularly, Θ = 1o and Tm = 100µs [Fig. 3.11] and compare it with a value
of η = 0.3% for Θ = 2o and Tm = 200µs [Fig. 3.12].
We see that Fig. 3.11a shows a prominent contribution around θk = pi. On close
observation, as shown in the inset, we can detect slight variation in the transverse
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(a) Re[fr(θk, φk)] (b) Im[f
r(θk, φk)]
Figure 3.11: The normalized angular mode function, f r(θk, φk), at OD = 24.7, Θ = 1
o,
WR = 35/60 and Tm = 100µs.
profile along the φk direction for θk ≈ pi, which becomes more pronounced with larger
skew angle and longer storage time in Fig. 3.12a. The θk and φk dependence of
the observed mode profiles can be attributed to the disruption of symmetry in the
z-direction due to non-zero skew angle. As already mentioned, the imaginary part of
the mode profile gives an insight about the fluctuations present in all the directions
that do not have overlap with the optical fiber electric field. These fluctuations are
present in the real part as well, but get washed out by the dominant contribution
of the idler photon. Fluctuations in the mode profile are also caused by the atomic
density fluctuations in the sample. The fluctuations observed in Fig. 3.11b are of the
same order as those observed in Fig. 3.10b. In Fig. 3.12a we see higher contribution
to the mode profile from all values of θk and φk when compared to Fig. 3.10a and Fig.
3.11a, and the fluctuations are significantly higher as seen from Fig. 3.12b. With this
we conclude the discussion of the numerical results.
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(a) Re[fr(θk, φk)] (b) Im[f
r(θk, φk)]
Figure 3.12: The normalized angular mode function, f r(θk, φk), at OD = 24.7, Θ = 2
o,
WR = 35/60 and Tm = 200µs.
3.5 Chapter Summary
We have formulated a three-dimensional theory to study the intrinsic retrieval
efficiency (IRE) during the write-read process for quantum repeater protocols. The
focus of this calculation was to describe the quantum mechanical process involved in
the interaction of the atomic ensemble with the control light pulses in a three-level
Λ system. The motivation for this work was primarily to understand the factors
that influence the IRE which plays a crucial role in the success of quantum repeater
protocols like DLCZ method and its variants [114].
Different interaction strengths involved in the write process and read process were
looked at separately. The quantum state obtained by perturbative analysis in the
write process provides us with the initial condition for the quantum evolution during
the read process. An important result obtained from this calculation is the expression
of the IRE as a function of the parameters of the atomic ensemble and control pulses.
We show that unit retrieval efficiency is not possible for realistic experimental param-
eters. We also show the effects of decoherence introduced due to atomic motion in
the sample, which drastically reduce η for the skewed configuration of atomic beams.
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Neglecting the atomic motion for the duration of write and read pulses, within which
the accumulated phase is small, only the change in atomic positions during the stor-
age period contributes to the decoherence. In general, for ballistic motion of atoms in
the absence of collisions, the average separation between atoms increases with time
and the IRE decreases. This can be corrected by using atomic traps which limit the
atomic motion. On average the atomic separations with increasing storage times are
constant in atomic traps thus improving the atomic retrieval efficiency [72, 117].
Some parts of the contents of this chapter have overlap with previously published
material [123].
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CHAPTER IV
Conclusion and Future Directions
4.1 Summary
In this dissertation we have explored many concepts centered around the cen-
tral idea of light-matter interactions for applications of quantum communication and
quantum information science. This dissertation was an attempt to add a drop in
the vast ocean of applications that have been made possible because of decades of
research into the quantum nature of collective matter interacting with optical fields.
We have looked at two applications of these systems: for creation of highly entangled
quantum states and as a means for entanglement distribution.
To summarize, in the first chapter of this dissertation, we introduced a few basic
but important concepts that lay the foundation for the rest of the chapters. In
particular we discussed the two different ways of modelling light interacting with an
atom. In both cases the atom is treated quantum mechanically, where as light could
be treated classically or quantum mechanically. In situations where the number of
relevant photons is of the order or less compared to the number of atoms, we must
use a quantum mechanical description of light. We also studied the importance of
collective properties in an ensemble of atoms as opposed to a single atom system.
From an applications point of view, we discussed the idea of a quantum network and
the different ways in which neutral atom ensembles play a pivotal role in many of the
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protocols for quantum communication.
In Chapter II, we focused on the first of the two applications of ensembles of
neutral atoms interacting with optical fields for the creation of highly entangled multi-
particle Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) states. Rydberg blockade mechanism
in conjugation with Stimulated Raman Adiabatic Passage was used to enable one
step generation of GHZ states in a target ensemble with the help of a control atom.
A thorough analysis of the adiabatic conditions required to facilitate the STIRAP
process in an ensemble of target atoms was presented. The novel feature of this
scheme is that it is robust to spontaneous emission losses from the excited Rydberg
levels of the target ensemble. We numerically showed that it is possible to generate
multi-particle GHZ states with high fidelity using this scheme.
In Chapter III, the second part of the dissertation, the properties of quantum
interfaces made from neutral atom ensembles were studied. Neutral atom ensembles
form important quantum nodes in quantum repeater protocols to facilitate long dis-
tance entanglement distribution. We provided a detailed derivation of the write and
read process that facilities storage of information carrying photon as an atomic spin
wave and its release back to a photon. In particular, we derived the expression of the
intrinsic retrieval efficiency (IRE) which is a measure of the efficiency of the write
and read process in three dimensions. High values of IRE are crucial for the success
of quantum repeaters and we numerically showed that unit efficiency for IRE cannot
be achieved for realistic experimental parameters.
4.2 Outlook
Based on the discussion of the topics in this dissertation and the existing literature,
we can find several directions for expansion of the current work in the future.
In this dissertation, we have assumed that the density of atomic ensembles is such
that any two ground state atoms have negligible interactions between them. This
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assumption gets violated when the optical depth of the ensemble is kept on increasing
by increasing the atomic density [46, 124, 125]. This is the regime where phenomena
like super-radiance can be realized. The three dimensional theory of atomic quantum
interfaces can be extended with addition of atom-atom interactions, to study the
effect of extremely dense atomic samples on the intrinsic retrieval efficiency. The
dynamics of Rydberg blockade are also expected to change when the Rydberg atoms
are excited to higher Rydberg levels as the size of the atom gets larger. Electrons
excited to high lying Rydberg levels can get scattered by neighbouring ground state
atoms because of the enormous size of the Rydberg atoms.
A lot of experimental progress has been made in the field of Rydberg atom physics
in terms of storage and manipulation of Rydberg atoms [126–129]. Similarly, Stim-
ulated Adiabatic Raman Transition in a single atom is extremely well studied and
one of the most robust ways of population transfer [89]. Testing the experimental
feasibility of the proposed GHZ state generation scheme could be made possible by
combining the techniques from these two approaches. Experimental validation of the
theoretical scheme for GHZ state generation presented here would be an important
next step. To assist in the experimental realization of this scheme, the impact of
atomic motion generated in the experimental systems could be incorporated.
As already discussed in this dissertation, neutral atom ensembles provide a ver-
satile platform for the development of quantum networks. There are many aspects
of these systems that need to be studied further. Proposals for storage of multi-
ple spin-wave modes in the same atomic ensemble have been implemented [110]. A
complete theoretical analysis of how many such modes can be simultaneously stored
can be performed and the sources of decoherence and mixing between nodes can be
explored. Novel ways of constructing optical lattices can be studied where in atomic
positions are engineered to optimize the multi-atom interference effects to give higher
values of intrinsic retrieval efficiency.
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In this dissertation we have described atoms with two levels and three levels,
especially the lambda three level configuration. Atomic ensembles modelled as four
level systems or more show many interesting properties and are at the same time
more complex to handle [89, 130, 131]. The collective properties of ensembles with
such a structure may offer surprising and subtle ways of fabricating quantum optical
systems for myriad applications. Many exciting experiments are already in progress in
the fields of quantum optics, quantum simulation, chemistry which exploit the novel
properties of Rydberg-Rydberg interactions. Recent progress made in the studies of
many-body physics using Rydberg atoms to study phase transitions is particularly
exciting [132–134]. For the field of quantum computation and communication, there
are many exciting proposals that suggest the use of integrated architecture employing
multiple quantum systems for example co-planar waveguides and atomic ensembles
with Rydberg interactions could potentially lead to optical storage devices with long
memories and hence efficient optical interfaces [135–137].
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Eigenvalue Structure
The Hamiltonian of the target ensemble atoms is given in Eq. A.1.
HT (t)
~
= δσ+r σ
−
r +
[Ω∗g(t)
2
a†gσ
−
r +
Ω∗s(t)
2
a†sσ
−
r + h.c.
]
(A.1)
By using the substitutions given below:
Ω0(t) =
√
Ω2g(t) + Ω
2
s(t) (A.2)
tan θ(t) =
Ωg(t)
Ωs(t)
(A.3)
tanφ(t) =
Ω0(t)
δ
(A.4)
We can write the Hamiltonian as a block matrix in the basis given in Eq. (2.24) for
N atoms
HT (t) =
~Ω0(t)
2
A B
C D
 (A.5)
Where A is a zero square matrix of dimensions N +1, D is an N dimensional identity
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matrix with co-efficient 2 cotφ(t) and C = B† where:
B =

√
N sin θ(t) 0 . . . 0
cos θ(t)
√
N − 1 sin θ(t) . . . 0
0
√
2 cos θ(t) . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . .
√
N cos θ(t)

(A.6)
Let λ be the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian which can be obtained by solving the
equation below:
det(HT − λI2N+1) = 0 (A.7)
For a matrix that has structure given in Eq. (A.5), the solution of Eq. (A.7) is (ref):
det(HT − λI2N+1) = 0 (A.8)
=⇒ det(~Ω0
2
D − λIN)det
[
(
~Ω0
2
A− λIN+1)− ~
2Ω20
4
B(
~Ω0
2
D − λIN)−1B†
]
= 0
(A.9)
To make sure that we do not have a singular matrix, λ 6= ~Ω0 cotφ. Using the fact
that A is a zero matrix, we can thus rewrite Eq. (A.9) as:
det(−λIN+1 − ~
2Ω20
4
1
(~Ω0 cotφ− λ)BB
†) = 0 (A.10)
Notice that the characteristic equation given above remains invariant under the trans-
formation of λ→ −λ and δ → −δ. Let us redefine:
α =
−4λ(~Ω0 cotφ− λ)
~2Ω20
(A.11)
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Thus, from Eqs. (A.10)-(A.11), we get:
det(BB† − αIN+1) = 0 (A.12)
The matrix BB† is a tridiagonal matrix given below:
BB† =

N sin2 θ
√
N sin θ cos θ 0 . . . 0
√
N sin θ cos θ (N − 1) sin2 θ + cos2 θ √N − 1 sin θ√2 cos θ . . . 0
0
√
N − 1 sin θ√2 cos θ (N − 1) sin2 θ + cos2 θ . . . 0
...
...
. . . . . .
...
0 0 0 . . . N cos2 θ

(A.13)
Eq. (A.12) is the eigenvalue equation for matrix BB†. On solving for eigenvalues of
BB† we get:
α = 0, 1, 2, ..., N (A.14)
Substituting α in Eq. (A.11), we see that one of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian
is always zero independent of the number of atoms. Rest of the 2N eigenvalues are
given by solving Eq. (A.15)
λ2 − ~Ω0 cotφλ− ~
2Ω20
4
α = 0, α = 1, 2, .., N (A.15)
On solving the quadratic equation above, we get:
λ±α =
~Ω0
2
[
cotφ±
√
cot2 φ+ α
]
(A.16)
For, δ = 0 i.e. cotφ = 0, we get a ladder of symmetrically placed eigenvalues around
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the eigenvalue 0.
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APPENDIX B
Simplification of System of Rate Equations
Here we present a derivation from Eqs. (3.60-3.62) to Eqs. (3.64, 3.65) in the main
text.
First we substitute Aj(t) as given in Eq. (3.63) into the rate Eqs. (3.60-3.62) and
get
iα˙j(t) = ωsgαj(t) + Ω
r
es,j(t)Bj(t) (B.1)
iB˙j(t) = ωsgBj(t) + Ω
r
es,j(t)αj(t)
+
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
geg,τ (k)e
i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t]Cτ (k, t)
(B.2)
iC˙τ (k, t) =
∑
j
g∗eg,τ (k)e
−i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t]Bj(t) (B.3)
Formally integrating Eq. (B.3) with Cτ (k, Tp) = 0 we get:
Cτ (k, t) = −i
∑
j
t∫
Tp
dt′g∗eg,τ (k)e
−i[k·r′j−(ωk−ωr)t′]Bj(t′)
(B.4)
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Plugging the above equation into Eq. (B.2), we get:
iα˙j(t) = ωsgαj(t) + Ω
r
es,j(t)Bj(t) (B.5)
iB˙j(t) = ωsgBj(t) + Ω
r
es,j(t)αj(t)
− i
∑
l,τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
|geg,τ (k)|2eik·(r′j−r′l)
×
t∫
Tp
dt′e−i(ωk−ω
r)(t−t′)Bl(t′)
(B.6)
Then by making a further substitution
B˜j(t) = Bj(t)e
iωsgt (B.7)
α˜j(t) = αj(t)e
iωsgt (B.8)
we get
˙˜αj = −iΩres,j(t)B˜j(t) (B.9)
˙˜Bj(t) = −iΩres,j(t)α˜j(t)−
t∫
Tp
dt′Ij(t, t′) (B.10)
where
Ij(t, t
′) = I(1)j (t, t
′) + I(2)j (t, t
′) (B.11)
with:
I
(1)
j (t, t
′) =
∑
τ
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
|geg,τ (k)|2e−i(ωk−ωr−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜j(t′) (B.12)
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I
(2)
j (t, t
′) =
∑
τ
Na∑
l=1,l 6=j
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
|geg,τ (k)|2eik·(r′j−r′l)
e−i(ωk−ω
r−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜l(t′) (B.13)
=
∑
τ
Na∑
l=1,l 6=j
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωk
2ε0
|deg · ˆk,τ |2eik·(r′j−r′l)
e−i(ωk−ω
r−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜l(t′) (B.14)
=
Na∑
l=1,l 6=j
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
ωk
2ε0
deg · [I − kˆkˆ] · d∗eg
eik·(r
′
j−r′l)e−i(ωk−ω
r−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜l(t′) (B.15)
=
Na∑
l=1,l 6=j
∞∫
0
dkk3c
16pi3ε0
∫
dΩkdeg · [I − kˆkˆ] · d∗eg
eik·(r
′
j−r′l)e−i(kc−ω
r−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜l(t′)
(B.16)
=
Na∑
l=1,l 6=j
∞∫
0
dkk3c
4pi2ε0
e−i(kc−ω
r−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜l(t′){
deg ·
[
I − rjlrjl|rjl|2
]
· d∗eg j0(k|rjl|)
−deg ·
[
I − 3rjlrjl|rjl|2
]
· d∗eg
j1(k|rjl|)
k|rjl|
}
(B.17)
where we have defined:
rjl = r
′
j − r′l (B.18)
In Eq. (B.17), j0(x) and j1(x) are spherical Bessel functions of the first kind.
As we can see, I
(2)
j (t, t
′) consists of terms with l 6= j, which corresponds to atom-
atom interactions induced by the quantized electric field. In other words, such terms
describe one atom absorbing the emitted photon field from another atom. For ex-
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perimental atomic densities of interest, the average number of atoms separated by a
distance of about a λ = 2pic/ωr is less than 1. For such low densities we can ignore
the re-absorption terms from our calculations, keeping only the terms where j = l in
Eq. (B.11). Then
Ij(t, t
′) = I(1)j (t, t
′) (B.19)
=
∞∫
0
dω
ω3
6pi2ε0c3
|deg|2e−i(ω−ωr−ωsg)(t−t′)B˜j(t′)
(B.20)
=
(ωr + ωsg)
3|deg|2
6pi2ε0c3
2piδ(t− t′)B˜j(t′) (B.21)
≡ Γegδ(t− t′)B˜j(t′) (B.22)
In the above derivation we used the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation [24], and Γeg
is the rate of spontaneous emission from |e〉 to |g〉. Substituting Eq. (B.22) into
Eq. (B.10) we get
˙˜αj(t) = −iΩres,j(t)B˜j(t) (B.23)
˙˜Bj(t) = −iΩres,j(t)α˜j(t)− γegB˜j(t) (B.24)
where γeg = Γeg/2. They are just Eqs. (3.64) and (3.65) in the main text.
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